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Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to present a method for finding presentations of Grothen- 
check groups of abelian categories. This method depends on the concept of a 
coherent pair (A, B) of additive categories in which idempotents split over a com- 
mutative ring, where the essential properties are that the categories of finitely 
presented contravariant functors mod A and mod B are abelian and that the sub- 
category B of A is such that a functor in mod A restricts to a functor in mod B. 
Under these circumstances, the restriction mod A + mod B is the quotient of mod A 
by mod A/B, the Serre subcategory consisting of the functors vanishing on B. We 
then have the usual exact sequence of Grothendieck groups 
&(mod A/b)-!-+K,(mod A)-+K,(mod B)-+O. 
The idea is then, given B, to get a presentation for &(mod B) by making a con- 
venient choice for A >B such that (A, B) is a coherent pair. In particular, we would 
like to have that mod A is regular, that is, every object has finite projective di- 
mension, for in this case it is well known and easy to see that the Cartan map 
CA : &(A, 0) -+ &(mod A) is an isomorphism which is given by A - (- , A) for all A 
in A. Here K,(A,O) denotes the free group on the isomorphism classes of objects 
of A, modulo split exact sequences. We would also like A to be a Krull-Schmidt 
category, so that K,(A,O) is a free abelian group with the isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable objects in A as basis. The next problem is then to be able to com- 
pute Im i. 
* We would like to thank the N.S.F., the Norwegian Marshall Fund and the Norwegian Research 
Council for support during the preparation of this paper. 
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Not only does knowing that the morphism i : &,(mod A/B)+&(mod A) is a 
monomorphism sometimes help in computing the desired relations in &(mod A) 
for &(mod B), but it also enables us in some instances to give criteria for when A 
is of finite representation type in terms of when the relations in &(mod A) for 
&(mod B) are generated by almost split sequences. 
We prove that i is a monomorphism in the following situations: 
(a) mod B is regular. 
(b) Each object in mod B has finite length. 
(c) mod A is an R-category such that Horn@, , Ax) is an R-module of finite 
length for all A,, A2 in A and the objects in mod A/B are of finite length. 
If/i is an artin algebra and P(A) denotes the category of finitely generated projec- 
tive /i-modules, we have &(mod /1) = &(mod P), and in this case (mod /1, P(A)) is 
a nice choice for a coherent pair. This gives the following presentation: 
&(mod(mod II/P)) ~~O(mod(mod/l))+&,(modII)-+O 
and was already studied by Butler in [23]. Here gl.dim mod(mod /i) I 2 and mod /f 
is a Krull-Schmidt category, so A = mod /1 has the desired properties. This sequence 
gives the theorem of Butler-Auslander that &(mod/1) is the free group 
&(mod /1,0) modulo the relations generated by almost split sequences if and only 
if /i is of finite representation type [23]. As a consequence of the more general 
results stated above we get that i is a monomorphism. 
If /i is a classical order over a complete discrete valuation ring R, a convenient 
choice for a coherent pair is (L, P(A)), where L is the category of A-lattices. Then 
we get the exact sequence 
and if /1 is of finite lattice type, this gives again a presentation of Ko(mod/i) as a 
factor group of Ko(L,O) modulo the relations generated by almost split sequences 
[23]. In this case i is not necessarily a monomorphism, but if it is, we prove the same 
characterization of finite lattice type as for artin algebras. We prove that i is always 
a monomorphism when /1 is an order in a simple algebra. 
Some of the results mentioned above for artin algebras and classical orders are 
extended to lattices over the higher-dimensional orders introduced by Auslander in 
[6], which are regular outside maximal ideals. These include, amongst other rings, 
the commutative rings which are complete integrally closed two dimensional local 
domains, and isolated quotient singularities. In both these cases the lattices are the 
Cohen-Macauley modules. Our main emphasis is giving criteria for when such 
orders are of finite lattice type. 
We next turn our attention to showing how coherent pairs can be used to get in- 
formation about the Grothendieck groups of quotient singularities, a notion we now 
recall. Let S be the ring C[[X,, . . . , X,,]] (nk2) of formal power series over C, the 
complex numbers and let G c GL(n, C) act linearly on S. Then R = SC, the invariant 
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ring, is called a quotient singularity. The skew group ring SG enables us to construct 
an interesting coherent pair, namely A = PS[Gl, the category of finitely generated 
projective S[G]-modules and B the additive category generated by the projective 
SIG]-module S. Since R = End SIG](S) we have that mod B is equivalent to mod R. 
Further we also know that &dim S[G] = n C 00 and mod S[G] is Krull-Schmidt. 
Therefore we obtain the exact sequence of Grothendieck groups 
&(mod PS[G]/P(R)) ~&(PSG,O)-+K,(mod R)-+O. 
This implies that K&nod R) is finitely generated since &(PS.[G], 0) is naturally 
isomorphic to K&nod C[G]) which is clearly a finitely generated free abelian 
group. Moreover if we let V be the C[G]-module given by the representation 
GcGL(n, C), we have that the ideal in the ring &(mod C[G]) generated ‘by the 
element Cy=, (- l)‘[l\’ VI (when A’ V is the i-th exterior product) is contained in 
Ker(&(mod C[G])-+&(mod R)). Moreover, if G acts freely on V- (0) (i.e. R is 
an isolated singularity), we have that 
&(mod UGI) 
/( 
i (-#[A’ V]Ko(mod C[G]) 
> 
= Ko(mod R) 
i=O 
which implies that Ko(mod R) z Z U H where H is a finite abelian group. 
In the last chapter we study more closely the relationship between Cartan maps 
and almost split sequences. In particular the kernel and cokernel of a Cartan map 
can be computed from information given by almost split sequences. We also give 
a general description of when the Cartan map is mono or when the cokernel of the 
Cartan map is torsion. Here we only state the following special cases for an artin 
algebra A. 
(1) c, is a monomorphism if and only if the following holds. Whenever O+A + 
B+ C--+ 0 and 0 + A’+B’+O are exact sequences in mod A such that the nonprojec- 
tive parts of A II CII B’ and A’U C’IJ B are isomorphic, then they are isomorphic. 
(2) Coker c, is torsion if and only if the following holds. For each X in mod A 
there is a pair of exact sequences O-+ A + B+ C+ 0 and 0 + A’* B’+O and an in- 
teger n >0, such that the nonprojective parts of nXn A IJ CII B’ and A’u C’II B are 
isomorphic. 
For a two-dimensional integrally closed local domain with algebraically closed 
residue field we prove that the cokernel of the Cartan map is isomorphic to the class 
group C(R). Here we do not use the idea of a coherent pair, but consider instead 
the Serre subcategory f.l.mod R of mod R consisting of the R-modules of finite 
length and the quotient category mod R/f.l.mod R. This gives the exact sequence 
Ko(f.l.mod R) AK,(mod R)--+Ko(mod R/f.l.mod R)+O. 
Here Ko(mod R/f.l.mod R) = ZII C(R) and i turns out to be the zero map. When 
mod R has only a finite number of reflexive modules, K,(mod R) can be computed 
from knowing the almost split sequences, as pointed out above. Since the class 
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group can be computed from the graph associated with resolutions of rational 
singularities, the above result ties in nicely with the connection between the 
singularity graph and almost split sequences established by Auslander [8]. 
CHAPTER 1 
In this chapter we introduce the notion of a coherent pair of categories, and begin 
a study of the exact sequences of K-groups associated with a coherent pair. 
1. Coherent pairs of categories 
Throughout this section we assume that R is a fixed commutative ring and A is 
an addititive skeletally small R-category. By an A-module we mean an additive con- 
traviariant R-functor M: A-+Mod R, where Mod R denotes the R-modules. We 
denote the category of all A-modules by Mod A. In analogy with modules over 
rings, we recall the notions of finitely generated and finitely presented A-modules 
[31- 
An A-module A4 is finitely generated if there is an epimorphism (. , A) +M-+O 
where (- , A) is the representable functor HomA(. , A). An A-module M is finitely 
presented if there is an exact sequence (.,A,)+(., &)+M-+O. The full sub- 
category of Mod A consisting of the finitely presented A-modules will be denoted 
by mod A. It is the category mod A which will be of main interest to us. We recall, 
without proofs, which are essentially the same as for modules over rings, some of 
the basic properties of finitely presented A-modules [3]. We begin with the following 
useful characterization. 
Proposition 1.1. The following are equivalent for an A-module M”. 
(a) M” is finitely presented. 
(b) M” is finitely generated, and given any exact sequence 0 -+ M’+ M-+ M” + 0 
of A-modules with M finitely generated, then M’ is finitely generated. 
In addition, we have the following important properties of finitely presented A- 
modules. 
Proposition 
64 IfM 
(W If M’ 
presented. 
1.2. Let 0 + M’+ M+ M” + 0 be an exact sequence of A-modules. 
and M” are finitely presented, then M is also finitely presented. 
is finitely generated and M is finitely presented, then M” is finitely 
We now want to describe when A has the property that mod A is abelian and the 
inclusion mod A -+ Mod A is exact. 
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Let g : AZ+ A, be a morphism in A. A pseudokernel of g is a morphism 
f:A+‘b in A such that 
6, A,) (-9g) ) (*J) , (*, A2) LA,) 
is exact in Mod A. A pseudocokernel of f is a morphism h : Al -+A0 such that 
MO, 4 
k’) , (h-) ,(A*, *) 
6429 - 1 
is exact in Mod AoP. The category A is said to be coherent if every morphism in A 
has a pseudokernel. Dually, A is said to be cocoherent if every morphism in A has 
a pseudocokernel. We will usually deal with coherent categories, leaving the dual 
situation for cocoherent categories to the reader. In analogy with the notion of 
coherent rings we have the following characterizations of when A is coherent [3]. 
Proposition 1.3. The following are equivalent for A. 
(a) A is coherent. 
(b) If 0 -+Mt -+ M2 -+M3 -+M4 -+ 0 is an exact sequence of A-modules with M2 
and M3 finitely presented, then M,, Im f, M4 are finitely presented. 
(c) mod A is an abelian category and the inclusion mod A -+ Mod A is exact. 
By a subcategory B of A we shall always mean a full additive subcategory of A 
such that if Ai 2: A2 and Al is in B, then A2 is also in B. Suppose B is a subcategory 
of A. Then we have the restriction functor Mod A --+ Mod B given by M-+M 1 B for 
all M in Mod A. We now describe when M being a finitely presented A-module im- 
plies that M 1 B is a finitely presented B-module, at least in the case A is coherent. 
We recall that B is contravariantly finite in A or A is contravariantly finite over 
B if (- , A) 1 B is a finitely generated B-module for each A in A [17]. Dually, B is 
covariantly finite in A or A is covariantly finite over B if (A, - ) 1 B is a finitely 
generated B-module for each A in A. 
It is easy to see that A is contravariantly finite over B if and only if for each A 
in A there is a morphism g : B+A with B in B such that for each morphism h : X --+A 
with X in B there is a morphism f : X-+B with the property h = gf. 
Also, it is obvious that A is contravariantly finite over B if and only if A”P is 
covariantly finite over BoP. Therefore, following our usual practice, we will deal 
with A being contravariantly finite over B and leave the dual situation of A being 
covariantly finite over B to the reader. 
Since the restriction Mod A 4 Mod B is exact it follows that A is contravariantly 
finite over B if and only if for each finitely generated A-module M we have that 
M) B is a finitely generated B-module. In the case when A is coherent we have the 
following, whose proof is the same as for modules [ 17, Proposition 2.11. 
Proposition 1.4. Suppose A is coherent and B is contravariantly finite in A. Then 
we have the following. 
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(a) B is coherent. 
(b) If M is a finitely presented A-module, then M 1 B is a finitely presented B- 
module. 
This result suggests the following definitions. A coherent pair (A, B) is a coherent 
additive R-category A together with a full additive subcategory B of A which is con- 
travariantly finite in A. A cocoherent pair (A, B) is a cocoherent additive R-category 
A together with a full additive R-category B of A which is covariantly finite in A. 
Suppose (A, B) is a coherent pair. Then by Proposition 1.4 the restriction 
Mod A-, Mod B induces an exact functor mod A-+ mod B. We denote by Ker(A, B) 
the full subcategory of mod A consisting of all M such that M 1 B = 0. Since 
the restriction is exact, Ker(A, B) is a Serre subcategory of mod A, ise. if O-+ 
M1 *A&--+ A43 +O is an exact sequence in mod A, then M2 is in Ker(A, B) if and 
only if M, and M3 are in Ker(A,B). Therefore there is a quotient category 
mod A-+ mod A/Ker(A, B) [26]. Now we want to show that the exact functor 
mod A 3 mod B is the quotient mod A-mod A/Ker(A, B). This is equivalent to 
showing the following. 
Proposition 1.5. If F: mod A+ X is an exact functor of abelian R-categories such 
that F(M) = 0 for all M in Ker(A, B), then there is a unique exact functor 
G:modB-+X such that Gres=F. 
Proof. For each M in mod B choose a fixed projective presentation 
WW a (.,M,)-+M+o 
subject to the condition that if M= (-, B), then we let MO =I3 and Ml = 0. Define 
the functor S : mod B + mod A by 
S(M) = Coker Horn*** -, M,) x Horn,&, MO) . 
Then it is not hard to see that S is a right exact fully faithful functor such that 
res S= lmodB, the identity on modB. 
It is clear that Proposition 1.5 now follows from the following. 
Lemma 1.6. Suppose T : C --+ D is an exact functor of abelian R-categories with the 
property that there is an additive functor T’ : D -+ C such that TT’ = 1,. Letting 
Ker T be the Serre subcategory of C consisting of all C in C such that T(C) = 0, we 
have that given any exact functor V : C * X of abelian R-categories with Ker V 3 
Ker T, there is a unique exact functor W : D -+X such that V = WT. 
Proof. Let 0 -+ Di -+ D2 + D3 -+ 0 be an exact sequence in D. Then 
(*I 0 --)’ T'(D, ) + T’(D2) + T’(D,) + 0 
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is a complex. Since (*) 0 + ~‘(DI ) + TT’(&) --) TT’(D,) -+ 0 is exact, we have that 
T(homologY *) = 0. SO the homology of (*) is in Ker 7’. Therefore if v : C + x is 
exact with Ker V >Ker T, then 0 + VT’@, ) -+ VT’(&) + VT’(Q) + 0 is exact. 
Hence VT’ : D+X is an exact functor such that (VT’)T= V since T(T’T- lo)=0 
implies that Im(T’T- l&Ker T and consequently V(T’T- 1,) = 0. 
Now suppose w: D-+X is an exact functor such that V= WT. Then 
VT’= ( WT)T’ = W. Therefore the exact functor VT : D + X is our desired exact 
functor. 
We show that there is a coherent additive category C such that ker(A,B) is 
equivalent to mod C when (A, B) is a coherent pair. 
For each A in A define the functor (.,A)/B: A-Mod R by (., A)/B(X) = 
Hom*(X, A) modulo the R-submodule consisting of all f : X+A which can be 
factored as X+B+ A with B in B. Since B is contravariantly finite in A, we know 
that for each A in A there is a morphism B+A such that (X, II)-+ (X, A)+0 is exact 
for each X in B. It then follows that (a, B)+(., A)+(-, A)/B+O is exact, which 
shows that (- , A)/B is finitely presented for all A in A. Therefore each (- , A)/B is 
in Ker(A, B) since each (- , A)/B clearly vanishes on B. 
Next we observe from the exact sequence (s, I?)-+ (., A)+(-, A)/B-,O such that 
the epimorphism (- , A) + (. , A)/B induces isomorphisms (( -, A)/B, M) 7 (( -, A), M) 
for all M in Ker(A, B). As an easy consequence of this observation we have the 
following. 
Lemma 1.7. Let (A, B) be a coherent pair. Then we have for each A in A: 
(a) (( -, 4)/B, M) = M(A) for all M in Ker(A, B). 
(b) (- , A)/B is a projective object in Ker(A, B). 
(c) For each M in Ker(A, B) there is an epimorphism (- , A)/B +M+O for some 
A in A. 
Define the additive R-category A/B as follows. The objects of A/B are the 
objects of A and Horn *a(Al, Az)=((-, A~)/B,(~,A#B) for all Al, A2 in A/B. 
Next define the additive functor CY : Ker(A, B) + Mod A/B by a(M)(A) = M(A) = 
(( -, A)/B, M) for all A in A/B. Since a : Ker(A, B)-+ Mod A/B is exact, it follows 
from Lemmas 1.7 that a(M) is in mod A/B for all M in ker(A, B). Also as a conse- 
quence of the exactness of a and Lemma 1.7 we have the following. 
Proposition 1.8. Let (A, B) be a coherent pair. Then 
(a) The functor Ker(A, B) + mod A/B given by M+ a(M) (where a(M)(A) = 
M(A)) is an isomorphism of categories. 
(b) A/B is coherent. 
We will usually consider the isomorphism a : Ker(A, B) + mod A/B an identifica- 
tion and write mod A/B for Ker(A, B). 
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We end this section by pointing out the following useful special case of a coherent 
category. For an object B in a category B we here denote by add B the full sub- 
category of B whose objects are summands of finite direct sums of copies of B. 
Proposition 1.9. Let B be a subcategory of an R-category A, where B = add B for 
some B in B, and assume that Hom(B, X) is a finitely generated R-module for all 
X in A. Then B is contravariantly finite in A, and B is coherent. 
Proof. Observe that since Hom(B, X) is a finitely generated R-module, there is some 
integer n and some morphism B” AX such that any map from B to X factors 
through h. 
2. K-groups 
Let C be a skeletally small abelian R-category. Then we denote by K;(C) for 
i=O, 1, . . . the Quillen K-groups of C relative to short exact sequences in C [32]. In 
particular KO(C) is the free abelian group with basis the set of isomorphism classes 
[C] of objects in C modulo the subgroup generated by [C,] - [C,] + [C,] whenever 
there is an exact sequence O+ Cr -+ Cz-+CJ-+O in C. In other words, K,(C) is the 
Grothendieck group of C. 
Suppose C’ is a Serre subcategory of C with quotient C”, a relationship we denote 
by C”6C~C” where T: C-* C” is an exact functor with kernel C’ such that 
given any exact functor of ableian R-categories V: C+X vanishing on C’ there is 
a unique exact functor IV: C II--+X such that WT= V. Then Quillen has defined a 
long exact sequence of K-groups 
. . . +K;+,(C”)+Ki(C’)+Ki(C)+Ki(C”)+*** 
~a. --f K,(C) + K1 (C”) + K,(C’) --) KO(C) --) K,(C) 40. 
In particular, suppose (A,B) is a coherent pair. Then by the results of Section 
1, we have that mod(A/B) is a Serre subcategory of mod A and mod(A/B)G 
mod A z mod B. Hence we have the exact sequence 
*.**Ki+r(mod B)+Ki(mod A/B)*K;(mod A)*K,(mod B)**** 
----+Kr(mod A)--+K,(mod B)-+K,(mod A/B)-,K,(mod A)-+K,(mod B)-+O 
of K-groups. 
We will be primarily interested in when 
O-+KO(mod A/B)-+KO(mod A)-+KO(mod B) 
is exact, or what is the same thing, when K,(mod A)--+ K, (mod B)-+O is exact. In 
order to state and prove our main result along these lines we need a few preliminary 
remarks. 
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Let A be a skeletally small additive R-category. Then we denote by Ki(A, 0) the 
Quillen K-groups of A relative to split exact sequences. In particular &(A, 0) is the 
free abelian group with basis [A], the isomorphism classes of objects in A modulo 
the subgroup generated by all [A,] - [A,] + [A31 where A2=AI I.I A3. 
Suppose now that C is a skeletally small abelian R-category and C’ is a sub- 
category of C. Then the inclusion C’ + C induces maps Ki(C’, 0) * Ki(C) for all i. 
Our aim in this section is to prove the following. 
Theorem 2.1. Let B be a coherent additive skeletally small R-category and n a non- 
negative integer. Then the following are equivlent. 
(a) There is a subcategory C of mod B such that K,,(C, 0) -+ K,(mod B) is an 
epimorphism (splittable epimorphism). 
(b) K,,(mod B, O)-+ K,,(mod B) is an epimorphism (splittable epimorphism). 
(c) If (A, B) is a coherent pair, then the restriction mod A-+mod B induces an 
epimorphism (splittable epimorphism) K,(mod A) -+ K,, (mod B). 
Actually, we prove the following somewhat more general result from which 
Theorem 2.1 follows trivially. 
Theorem 2.2. Let D be an abelian R-category and n 20. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) There is a subcategory C of D such that K,,(C, 0) --+ K,(D) is an epimorphism 
(splittable epimorphism). 
(b) K,(D, 0) --) K,(D) is an epimorphism (splittable epimorphism). 
(c) Suppose T : E -+ D is exact with E abelian such that there is a functor S : D + E 
satisfying TS = idn. Then K,,(E)-+K,,(D) is an epimorphism (splittable epimor- 
phism). 
Proof. (a)* (b). Since K,(C, 0) -+ K,(D) is the composition K,,(C, O)? K,(D, 0) -+ 
K,,(D), it follows that K,(D, O)-+ K,(D) is an epimorphism (splittable epimorphism). 
(b)*(c). Since TS= idn we have that the composition 
is the canonical morphism K,,(D, O)+K,,(D). Hence K,,(T) : K,(E)+K,(D) is an 
epimorphism (splittable epimorphism). 
(c) * (a). Since D is abelian, D has kernels and so mod D is an abelian category 
with gl.dim.(mod(mod D) I 2. Hence Ki(D, 0) * Ki(mod D) is an isomorphism for 
all i ~0 [32]. Also the unique exact functor T: mod D -+ D such that T(( -, D)) = D 
for all D in D has the property that K,(T) : K,(mod D)-+ K,(D) is an epimorphism 
(splittable epimorphism) by hypothesis since the functors S : D+mod D given by 
S(D) = ( a, D) clearly saGsiss TS = idn. Therefore we have that the composition 
K,,(D, 0) -+ K,(mod D) - K,,(D), which is the canonical morphism K,(D, 0) -+ 
K,(D), is an epimorphism (splittable epimorphism). This shows that (c) implies (a). 
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To see that Theorem 2.2 implies Theorem 2.1, it is only necessary to recall that 
for a coherent pair (A, B) there is an S : mod A such that res S = idmod B. 
As another application of Theorem 2.2 we have the following useful result. 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose D is an abelian R-category satisfying either 
(a) D is regular (i.e. every object in D has finite projective dimension) or 
(b) Every object in D has finite length. 
Let T: E + D be exact with E abelian such that there is an S : D + E with 
TS=idn. Then O-+K,,(Ker T)-+K,(E)+K,(D)+O is split exact for all nz0. 
Proof. (a) Let P be the subcategory of D consisting of the projective objects. Then 
it is well known that K,(P, O)+&(D) is an isomorphism for all n ~0. Hence we 
have our desired result by Theorem 2.2. 
(b) Let C be the subcategory of D consisting of the semisimple objects in D. Since 
every object D in D has a finite filtration D = Do> D1 > -.. > D = 0 with Di/Di+ , in 
C for i=O, . . . . n - 1, it follows [32] that K,(C, 0) + K,,(D) is an isomorphism for all 
n 10. Again, we get our desired result by applying Theorem 2.2. 
Similarly, applying Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following special case of Proposi- 
tion 2.3. 
Proposition 2.4. Suppose B is a coherent skeletally small additive R-category satisfy- 
ing either 
(a) mod B is regular or 
(b) Every object in mod B has finite length. 
Then for each coherent pair (A, B) we have that 
O-K,(modAIB)+K,(modA)+K,(modB)+O 
is split exact for all n 2 0. 
3. Finite R-categories 
Suppose A is coherent. Then the subcategory f.l.mod A consisting of the objects 
of finite length in mod A is a Serre subcategory of mod A, and so we have the usual 
short exact sequence 
K,(f.l.mod A)+&(mod A)-+&(mod A/f.l.mod A)-+O. 
While it is generally not true that &(f.l.mod A)-+Ke(mod A) is a monomorphism, 
there is a special type of A, the finite R-categories, for which it is true, and this will 
be of particular interest to us throughout this paper. 
Let R be an arbitrary commutative ring. We say that an R-category A is a finite 
R-category if idempotents in A split and H‘omA(Al, AZ) is an R-module of finite 
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length for all Ai in A. Since EndAA is an artin ring for all A in A, it follows that 
A has the Krull-Schmidt property, i.e. every A in A is a finite sum JJy=, Ai of in- 
decomposable Ai in A and this representation is unique up to order and the iso- 
morphism classes of the Ai. Further, an F in mod A is of finite length if and only 
if its support is finite, i.e. there are only a finite number of nonisomorphic indecom- 
posable A; in A such that F(Ai) #O (see [5]). 
Keeping these observations in mind, we obtain the following. 
Proposition 3.1. Let R be a commutative ring. Suppose A is a coherent jinite R- 
category and C is a Serre subcategory of mod A contained in f.l.mod A. Then the 
morphism KO(C)-+ KO(mod A) is a monomorphism and is an isomorphism if and 
only if C = mod A. 
Proof. Since A is a Krull-Schmidt category, for each simple functor S : A -+ mod R 
there is a unique, up to isomorphism, indecomposable object As in A such that 
S(As) #O and T(As) = 0 for all simple functors TzS [5]. Consider the bilinear map 
( -, - > : &(mod A) x &,(A, 0) * 2 given by ([F], [A]) = I&A), where 1, denotes 
length over R. Now K,-,(C) is the free abelian group with basis [SJ where the Si are 
a complete set of nonisomorphic simple objects in C. Therefore, in order to show 
that O-+&(C) -+&(mod A) is exact, it suffices to show that if C ni [S,] = 0 in 
&(mod A) with the Sj nonisomorphic simples in C, then ni = 0 for all i. But 0= 
(C ni[Si], Asj)=nil,(Si(Asj)), which implies nj =0 for all j since Sj(Asj)#O. 
Now suppose &,(C)+&(mod A) is an isomorphism. Let F be in mod A. Then 
[F] = Ci,, ni[Si] in &(mod A), where the Si are nonisomorphic simple objects in 
C. Hence if an indecomposable A in A is in the support of F, then A =A, for 
somei=l , . . . , t. Therefore F has finite length since it has finite support, and all its 
composition factors are in C. Therefore F is in C, which shows C= mod A. 
CHAPTER 2 
In this chapter we study some methods for computing &(modA) for certain 
types of rings A. 
1. A presentation of &(modA) 
Let A be a noetherian ring and P = P(/i) the category of finitely generated projec- 
tive A-modules. We shall show how we c,an use the general results from Chapter 1 
to get a method for computing &(mod A) = &(mod P). The idea is to consider ap- 
propriate coherent subcategories A of mod A, with P CA. (A, P) will then be a 
coherent pair, and we have the exact sequence of K-groups 
K&nod A/P) * &(mod A) -+&(mod A) + 0. 
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We want to choose A so that KO(mod A) is a free abelian group with a specified 
free basis in such a way that we can also describe Im(Ke(mod A/P)-,K,(mod A). 
In particular we look for categories A such that the hypothesis of the following 
result are satisfied. The proof is obvious, but the result is still quite useful. 
Proposition 1.1. Let A be a noetherian ring, (A,P) a coherent pair such that 
gl.dim mod A < 00 and A a Krull Schmidt category. Assume also that all objects in 
mod(A/P) have finite length. Then in the exact sequence 
K&mod A/P) 5 KO(mod A) + Ko(mod A) -0, 
Im i is the subgroup of the free group Ke(mod A) = K&d, 0) with the isomorphism 
classes of indecomposable objects of A as basis, generated by [A 1 ] - [AZ] + [A3] - - - - , 
where O+(., A,)-+.*++ (s, A3)-+(., A&-+(., AI)-+S-+O is a projective resolution 
in mod A of a simple functor S in mod A/P. 
Proof. Since every object in mod A/P has finite length, K&mod A/P) is the free 
abelian group with basis the isomorphism classes of simples in mod A/P. Consider- 
ing i[S] for a simple object S in mod A/P gives our desired result. 
We shall apply this result in the next section and also in the next chapter. It will 
be particularly interesting to have a choice of A which has almost split sequences, 
since the description of Im i becomes much simpler in this case. 
2. Orders 
We shall in this section study the case of orders /i from the point of view stressed 
in Section 1. Let R be a commutative noetherian equidimensional Gorentstein ring 
of Krull dimension d. We recall that an R-order is an R-algebra /1 which is a 
Cohen-Macaulay R-module and has the property that Hom&Ip, RP) is /lFP-pro- 
jective for all nonmaximal prime ideals p in R [6]. We also recall that for an R-order 
/1 a /l-lattice is a finitely generated /l-module L which is a Cohen-Macauley R- 
module such that L, is /l,-projective for all nonmaximal prime ideals p of R. We 
denote the subcategory of mod /i consisting of the /l-lattices by L = L(A). Before 
going on we give the following examples of orders and lattices. 
(a) dim R = 0. Then the R-orders /i are artin algebras, and L(A) = mod /1. 
(b) R is a Dedekind domain, n is an R-algebra which is a projective R-module 
and Km,/1 is semisimple, where K is the field of quotients of R. Then the /1- 
lattices are the L in mod/1 which are projective as R-modules. This is the case of 
classical orders. 
(c) R is an integrally closed equidimensional Gorenstein domain of dimension 2 
and S is its integral closure in a separable field extension L of K, the field of quo- 
tients of R. Then S is an R-order and the S-lattices are the reflexive S-modules. 
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The reader is referred to [6] for further examples and the basic facts concerning 
R-orders and lattices, which will be used rather freely. Also more examples will be 
given in Chapter 3. 
For an R-order A we would like to apply Proposition 1.1 to obtain generators and 
relations for &(mod A) by choosing L as our A. Since L(A)/P is always a finite 
R-category [6], it remains to know when L is coherent and when gl.dim mod L is 
finite. Here we use the following result [9]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A be an R-order with R a complete regular local ring. Then we 
have the following: 
(a) L(A) is contravariantly finite in mod A if and only ifA is regular outside the 
maximal ideal, i.e. A,, is regular if p is a nonmaximal prime ideal of R. 
(b) If L(A) is contravariantly finite in mod A, for instance if A is of finite re- 
presentation type, then L(A) is coherent and gl.dim mod L(A) = max(2, dim R) < 00. 
In view of this result, we assume for the rest of the paper that our R-orders A 
are regular outside maximal ideals. We also assume that R is a complete regular 
local ring. This will ensure that mod A, and hence L(A), has the Krull-Schmidt 
property. 
Since L(A) has almost split sequences [6], we get the following consequence of 
Proposition 1.1, generalizing a result of Butler for orders of dimension at most one 
[23]. We also point out that if A is of finite lattice type, then A is automatically 
regular outside maximal ideals [9]. 
Proposition 2.2. Let A be an R-order (where R is a complete regular local ring). 
Assume that A is of finite lattice type. Then the almost split sequences generate the 
relations for &(mod A). 
Proof. We want to apply Proposition 1.1. We have already seen that (L(A), P) is 
a coherent pair and gl.dim mod L(A) < 00. Also mod(L(A)/P) is a finite R-category 
since L(A)/P is a finite R-category. Since A is of finite lattice type, the support of 
each F in mod L(A)/P is finite, and hence F has finite length. The result now 
follows by using that an exact sequence O-+ L2-+ L1 --+ Lo-+0 of lattices is an almost 
split sequence in L(A) if and only if 
O-+(., L,)IL~(.,L,)IL-,(.,Lo)jL-tS-,O 
is a minimal projective resolution for a simple functor S in mod L/P. 
While it is an open question if the converse of Proposition 2.2 always holds, we 
have the following, which generalizes to higher dimensions the corresponding result 
for artin algebras [23], [7]. 
Proposition 2.3. Let A be an R-order such that O--+&,(mod L/P)-+&,(mod L) is 
exact, for instance A is an artin algebra or‘gl.dimA < 00. Then A is of finite 
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representation type if the relations for K,,(mod A) are generated by almost split 
sequences. 
Proof. As we have seen, the hypothesis that the relations for Ke(mod/1) are 
generated by almost split sequences is equivalent to 
K,,(f.l.mod L/P)-+Ke(mod L)+K,(mod P)dO 
being exact. Since mod L/P is a finite R-category, we also know by Proposition 3.1 
that O--+KO(f.l.mod L/P) + KO(mod L/P) is exact and hence an isomorphism since 
0 --) Ko(mod L/P) + Ke(mod L) --) K,(mod P) + 0 is exact by hypothesis. Therefore 
applying Proposition 3.1 again, we have that f.l.mod L/P = mod L/P. That this im- 
plies our desired result that /i is of finite lattice types is shown in the following. 
Lemma 2.4. Let A be an R-order. Then mod L/P has the following properties. 
(a) There is an L in L/p‘ such that (X, L)/P z 0 for all nonzero X in L/P. 
(b) A is of finite lattice type if and only if f.l.mod L/P = mod L/P. 
Proof. (a) Let Sr , . . . , St be a complete set of nonisomorphic simple /i-modules. 
Since L is contravariantly finite in mod /1 by Theorem 2.1, we can find nonzero 
morphisms Li +Si with the Li in L such that (X, Li)+(X, Si) + 0 is exact for all X 
in L. It is now easily seen that L = ul_ 1 Li has our desired property. 
(b) Suppose f.l.mod L/p = mod L/P and let L in L/P be such that (a, L)/P(X) #O 
for each indecomposable X in L/P. Since the support of (a, L)/P is finite, this 
means that there are only a finite number of nonprojective indecomposable lattices. 
Hence /i is of finite lattice type. The rest of (b) is trivial. 
We end this section by giving a description of when O-+ KO(mod L/P) + 
KO(mod L) is exact for an order /i of finite lattice type. 
Since we are assuming /1 is of finite lattice type, we know that Ke(mod L) is a 
free abelian group of rank the number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
lattices and Ke(mod L/P) is a free abelian group of rank the number of isomor- 
phism classes of nonprojective indecomposable lattices. As an easy consequence of 
these observations, we have the following result, which we state without proof. 
Proposition 2.5. Let A be an R-order of finite lattice type and let 
0 ---) LJ+ KO(mod L/P) + KO(mod L) -+ KO(mod A) + 0 
be exact. Then we have the following. 
(a) U is a free abelian group of finite rank. 
(b) rank KO(mod A) = rank I/+ number of isomorphism classes of indecom- 
posable projective A-modules. 
(c) O-+K&mod L/P)-+K,(mod L) is exact if and only if rank KO(mod A) = 
number of nonisomorphic indecomposable projective A-modules. 
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(d) U=Oifandonlyiftheelements[A]+[C]-[B] whenO-,A+B+C+Oisan 
almost split sequence in L, are linearly independent in K&O). 
We shall get more information along these lines in the one-dimensional 
the next section. 
3. One-dimensional orders 
case in 
In addition to the exact sequence K,(mod L/P) + KO(mod L) + KO(mod P) + 0 
which we have studied for the category of lattices L over an order/i, there is another 
exact sequence of K-groups which has been studied in the classical one-dimensional 
case. We here show how these sequences are both parts of a large commutative 
diagram. We draw some consequences for the case that L is of finite type, and our 
main result in this section is that the sequence O+ K,(mod L/P)-+ K,Jmod L) is ex- 
act if /1 is of finite lattice type and K&A = r is a simple algebra. As we have 
seen, this means in particular that the almost split sequences are linearly indepen- 
dent in KO(mod L) = KO(L, 0). 
Throughout this section we assume that /1 is an order over a complete discrete 
valuation ring R with field of quotients K such that r= KBRA is semisimple. 
Therefore we have by Theorem 2.1 that L, the category of /l-lattices, is coherent, 
and gl.dim mod L I 2 since L has kernels. Hence (L, P) is a coherent pair, so that 
we have the exact sequence 
(*I KO(mod L/P) + K,(mod L) + Ke(mod P) -+ 0. 
The functor KOR - : mod /1+ mod r given by M- KBR A4 for all M in mod /1 
is an exact functor and moreover Ker KOR - is the subcategory t(mod /1) of mod/i 
consisting of all /i-modules which are torsion R-modules. It is well known that 
t(mod /1) is a Serre subcategory of mod /1 and 
t(mod /i)Gmod /i 
KOR. 
------+modr 
is exact. Hence we have the exact sequence 
K&mod 4) + KO(mod /1) + Kc(mod r) -+ 0. 
We have the following immediate consequence. 
Proposition 3.1. With the above assumptions and notation, KO(t(mod A)) and 
K,(mod r) are finitely generated free abelian groups, and KO(mod A) is finitely 
generated. 
Proof. Since R is a complete discrete valuation ring, R is noetherian of Krull dimen- 
sion 1. Hence t(mod /i) consists of the modules in mod /I of finite length, and conse- 
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quently &(t(modA)) is the free abelian group with basis the isomorphism classes 
of simple objects in mod A. Since r is semisimple, K,(mod r) is clearly a finitely 
generated free abelian group. From the exact sequence &(t(mod A))-+K,,(mod A)+ 
K,(mod r)-+O it then follows that &(mod A) is finitely generated. 
Our large commutative diagram is gotten from the following more general result, 
which is proved in a standard way. 
Proposition 3.2. Let Ac+BAC and B’c*C P -D be exact sequences of abelian 
categories. 
(a) Ker @c,B @%D is an. exact sequence of abelian categories and Ker PCY 
contains A. 
(b) If there is a fully faithful functor S : C+B such that CYS = ido, then 
A G Ker /3a * B’ is an exact sequence of abelian categories where Ker pa -++ B’ is the 
restriction of B++ C to Ker pa. 
Making the substitutions A = mod L/P, B = mod L, C = mod A, D = mod r and 
B’= t mod(A), it is easy to see that ker j3a consists of all F in mod L such that 
F(A) is a torsion R-module. We denote this subcategory of mod L by t(mod L) and 
call it the torsion L-modules. The reason for this terminology is that it is not 
difficult to see that because r is semisimple, t(mod L) consists of those F in mod L 
such that T(L) is a torsion R-module for all L in L. For writing F in mod L as 
Coker(( ., L,) (-“) n (e, L,)) with the L; in L, we see that F(A) is torsion if and 
only if Coker f is torsion. But if Coker f is torsion, then KgR L1 -+ KaR Lo is a 
splittable epimorphism since r is semisimple, and so KBR F(L) = 0 for all L in L. 
We then obtain the following. 
Proposition 3.3. (a) Let the assumptions and notation be as above. The following 
is an exact commutative diagram of abelian categories 
mod L/P mod L/P 
t(mod L) ------+modL -----+modr 
t(mod A) -mod/1 -----+modr‘ 
(b) The follotiing is an exact commutative diagram of abelian groups 
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&(mod L/P) J&&mod L/P) 
0 -v- &(t(mod W - Ko(mod L) - K,(mod r) -0 
o-w- Ko(t mod A) ----+Ko(mod A) -----+ Ko(mod r) -0 
where U, V, W are by definition the kernels of the obvious maps. 
(c) There is a morphism U + V which makes O+ U+ V -+ W -+ 0 an exact 
sequence which splits, and U, V: W are free abelian groups. 
(4 W+ (0). 
(e) 0 + Ko(mod L/P) -+Ko(mod L) is exact if and only if V+ W is an iso- 
morphism. 
Proof. (a) Since (L, P) is a coherent pair, we know that there is a fully faithful func- 
tor S : mod P -+ mod L such that the composition mod P Amod L -*mod P is the 
identity. 
t(mod A) consists of the modules in mod A of finite length. Since S(t mod A) c 
t(mod L), we know by Proposition 2.4 that 
O+Ko(mod L/P)+K,(t(mod L))+K,(t(mod A))-+0 
is exact. 
Hence (a) follows directly from Proposition 2.2, and (b) and (c) follow from (a) 
by diagram chasing. (d) follows directly from (c). 
Let L be a lattice and let 71 generate the maximal ideal of R. Then from the exact 
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sequence 0 + L --% L + L/zL -0 we see that L/RL is a nonzero torsion module 
whose image in KO(mod/l) is zero. Thus the isomorphism class of L/nL in 
K&modII)) is a nonzero element in IV, which proves (e). 
We have the following result which is used for our main theorem, but it also is 
of interest in itself. 
Proposition 3.4. Let A be a one-dimensional order as before. 
(a) A is of finite lattice type if and only if KO(t(mod L)) is finitely generated. 
(b) If A is of finite lattice type, then 
rank K&mod L)) = rank &(mod L) and rank KO(mod r) = rank V, 
where V= Ker(KO(t(mod L)) + KO(mod L)) as before. 
Proof. (a) It is easily checked that the simple objects in mod L are in t(mod L). Also 
we know there is a natural bijection between isomorphism classes of indecom- 
posable lattices and isomorphism classes of simple objects in mod L. Hence if A is 
of finite lattices type we know that the subcategory S of semisimple objects in 
t(mod L) has only a finite number of nonisomorphic simple objects. Therefore 
KO(S) is finitely generated. But the inclusion S -+ t(mod L) induces an isomorphism 
K&S)* Ko(t(mod L)) since every object in t(mod L) has finite length, so that 
KO(t(mod L)) is finitely generated. 
Assume conversely that KO(t(mod L)) is finitely generated. Since also KO(mod r) 
is finitely generated, it follows from the exact sequence 
KO(t(mod L)) + KO(mod L) + KO(mod r) + 0 
that KO(mod L) is finitely generated. The fact that KO(mod L) is the free abelian 
group with basis the isomorphism classes of indecomposable lattices implies that A 
is of finite lattice type. 
(b) rank(KO(t mod L)) and rank KO(mod L) are both equal to the number of in- 
decomposable lattices. The rest then follows from the exact sequence 
0 + V -+ K,(t mod L)) --+ KO(mod L) --) KO(mod r) + 0. 
We end this section with the following result. 
Theorem 3.5. Let A be a one-dimensional order as before, and assume that A is of 
finite lattice type. If r= K& A is a simple algebra, then O-+ KO(mod L/P) + 
KO(mod L) is exact. 
Proof. If r is a simple algebra, then rank KO(mod r) = 1 = rank V. Since I’--+ W +O 
is split .exact, with V= 2 and W+:(O) (see Proposition 3.3), it follows that I/+ W 
is an isomorphism, or equivalently, that O+ KO(mod L/P) -+ KO(mod L) is exact. 
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CHAPTER 3 
In this chapter we use our general method of finding a convenient coherent pair 
(A, P) to compute KO(mod /I) for certain types of commutative noetherian local 
rings /i which we denote by R, including, for instance, quotient singularities. A new 
feature in this situation is the role of the Cartan map CR : &(P, O)+Ke(mod R). 
For instance, if R is a domain, then CR is a monomorphism which has a canonical 
splitting, showing that KO(mod R) z 2 11 Coker CR, reducing the computation of 
KO(modR) to that of Coker CR. In the case R is a complete quotient singularity 
which is an isolated singularity, we obtain a description of Coker CR in terms of the 
integral representation ring of the group defining R, which shows that it is a finite 
group. We also point out certain module-theoretic consequences for R of the Cartan 
map being a monomorphism, as well as of Coker CR being torsion, the proofs of 
which will be given in the next chapter. Throughout this chapter we assume R is a 
commutative noetherian ring. 
1. Kernel of the Cartan map 
Our purpose in this section is to prove the following easily established result. 
Proposition 1.1. Suppose R is a local ring. Then 
(a) K,(P, 0)= Z with [R] as generator. 
(b) CR : KO(P, O)+ KO(mod R) is a monomorphism which is a splittable 
monomorphism if R, is a field for some height zero prime ideal p. 
Proof. (a) is well known and a trivial consequence of the fact that all projective R- 
modules are free. 
(b) Let p be a prime ideal of height zero. Then the exact localization functor 
mod R-mod R, induces the commutative diagram 
KoU’(R), 0) a Ko(WR,), 0) 
(*I I CR I CR, 
P Ko(mod R) - K&nod R,,) 
Since a is obviously an isomorphism, we have that CR is a monomorphism if CR, is 
a monomorphism, and is a splittable monomorphism if cRP is an isomorphism. 
Since R, is an artin local ring, Ko(mod R,)=Z with [R,/pR,] as generator. 
Therefore CR, : Ko(P(R,), 0) -+ Ko(mod R,,) is the morphism Z-+2 which is multi- 
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plication by the length of R,. Hence CR, is always a monomorphism and an iso- 
morphism if R, is a field, giving our desired result. 
In Chapter 4 we shall show the following consequence of Proposition 1 .l. 
Proposition 1.2. Suppose R is a complete local ring. Let O-+Al -+ B, -+C, --+O 
and 0 + A2 -+ B2 + C,--+O be two exact sequences in mod R. Then Al IJ B2 II C, = 
A2 U B, I.I C2 if (A, II B2 II Cl)P = (A2 I.I B, II C2),,, where XP is the unique (up to iso- 
morphism) R-module with no nontrivial summand from P such that XE X, U F 
with F in P. 
It should be observed that if R is a domain, the diagram (*) in the proof of 
part (b) of Proposition 1 .l gives a canonical splitting f for the monomorphism 
CR : &(P(R), O)-+KO(mod R). Thus we have a canonical decomposition of 
KO(mod R) as the direct sum 2l.1 Kerf with [R] as the generator of Z. Identifying 
Kerf with Coker CR by means of the isomorphism induced by the canonical mor- 
phism Kc(mod R) + Coker CR, we obtain the canonical decomposition of 
K,(mod R) as the sum ZI.I Coker CR (with [R] as generator of Z). Thus if R is a do- 
main, Coker CR completely determines K,(mod R). The rest of this chapter is 
devoted to examining the cokernel of Cartan maps for certain local rings. 
2. dimRs2 
In this section we consider the cokernel of the Cartan map for various types of 
low dimensional commutative local rings. In particular, we describe when it is a 
finite group. 
For the sake of completeness, we begin by recalling the following well known 
result. 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose R is a local ring of dimension zero. Then 
Coker CR = Z/nZ where n is the length of R. 
The following general lemma plays a crucial role in our considerations of higher- 
dimensional local rings. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose R is a local ring and dim R L 1. Then the morphism 
a : K,,(f.l.mod R) + KO(mod R) has the following properties. 
(a) Im a is a finite cyclic group. 
(b) Im a = 0 if R is complete with algebraically closed residue field R/m. 
Proof. (a) Since [R/m] is a generator for K,,(f.l.mod R)=Z, to prove (a) it suffices 
to show that n[R/m] is zero in KO(mod R) for some n>O. Since dim Rr 1, there is 
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a prime ideal p of R such that dim R/p = 1. Let x be in M - p. From the exact 
sequence 0 + R/p A R/p+R/(p, x) + 0 it follows that [R/(p, x)] is zero in 
R&mod R). Since R/(p, x) is of finite length, we have that [R/(p, x)] = n[R/m] in 
&(f.l.mod R), where n is the length of R/(p,x). Hence n[R/m] is zero in 
&(mod R) with n >O, proving (a). 
(b) Clearly to prove (b) it suffices to show that [R/m] is zero in &(mod R). Let 
S be the integral closure of R/p in its field of quotients, where p is a prime ideal 
such that dim R/p = 1. Since R is complete, R/p is complete and so S is a discrete 
valuation ring which is a finitely generated R-module [29]. Hence S/rcS is a finite- 
dimensional field extension of R/m, where 71 is a generator for the maximal ideal 
of S. Therefore R/~=S/RS since R/m is algebraically closed. From the exact 
sequence O-+SLS-+S/nS+O, it follows that [R/mR] = [S/xS] is zero in 
&,(mod R), proving (b). 
We now consider one-dimensional local domains R. Recall from Section 1 that 
&(mod R) = Z II Coker cR. 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose R is a one-dimensional local domain. Then we have the 
folio wing. 
(a) Coker CR is a finite cyclic group. 
(b) Coker CR = 0 if R is complete with an algebraically closed residue class field 
R/m. 
Proof. Let Q be the field of quotients of R. From the fact that f.l.mod R is a Serre 
subcategory of mod R with quotient mod Q, we easily deduce the following exact 
commutative diagram 
0 
Ko U’(R), 0) A KoUYQ ), 0) 
K,(f.l.mod R) a K,(mod R) ---- &(mod Q) -0 
From this it follows that Ko(mod R) = Im CR Ll Im a and Im a = Coker CR. Since by 
Lemma 2.2, Im a is a finite cyclic group in general and is zero if R is complete with 
an algebraically closed residue field, we have our desired results. 
We now consider integrally closed two-dimensional local domains. 
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Proposition 2.4. Suppose R is a two-dimensional integrally closed local domain. 
Then we have an exact sequence 
O-+Z/nZ--+ Coker CR+ C(R)+0 
with n>O, where C(R) is the ideal class group of R. Moreover, n = I, i.e. 
Coker CR z C(R), if R is complete with an algebraically closed residue class field. 
Proof. Suppose A is the quotient of mod R by the Serre subcategory f.l.mod R. 
Then we have the exact sequence 
&(f.l.mod R) 5 &(mod R)-+&(A)*O. 
Since R is an integrally closed two-dimensional local domain, we have by [22] 
that there is a unique isomorphism &(A)+Zr! C(R) such that the ‘composition 
&(mod R)-+&,(A)-+2 u C(R) is induced by [A41 *(rank M, c(M)), where c(M) is 
the divisor class of the R-module M. In particular, we have [R] +(l, 0). Therefore 
we have the following exact commutative diagram 
0 0 
I I 
&dP,O) j ’ 2 
o- Ima- &(mod R) -----+ Zrr C(R)-0 
O- Ima- Coker CR p C(R) -0 
0 0 
where j([R]) = 1 and i and p are the canonical inclusion and projection maps. Now 
by Lemma 2.2 we have Im a= Z/n2 with n >O, and n = 1 if R is complete with an 
algebraically closed residue class field, which finishes the proof of the proposition. 
As an immediate consequence of this result we have the following. 
Corollary 2.5. Suppose R is a two-dimensional integrally closed local domain. Then 
Coker CR is a torsion group if and only if C(R) is a torsion group. 
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Our interest in when Coker CR is a torsion group stems from the following result 
which will be proven in Chapter 4. 
proposition 2.4. Let R be an arbitrary complete local ring. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) Coker CR is a torsion group. 
(b) If M is a non-free indecomposable R-module, then there are exact sequences 
O-+A,--+B,-+C~-+O and 0+A2+B2+C2 + 0 and an integer n > 0 such that 
nMn(A,nB,nC,),~((A,nB,nC,),, where nM denotes a sum of n copies of A4 
It is well known that if R is the completion of a rational singularity over the com- 
plex numbers C, then C(R) is a finite group, [21], [27], and therefore Coker CR is a 
finite group. For rational double points we give another proof for the fact that 
Coker CR is a finite group in the next chapter. The rest of this chapter is devoted 
to extending this result to higher dimensional isolated quotient singularities over C 
and other algebraically closed fields. 
3. Quotient singularities 
In the rest of this chapter we will be concerned with the following situation. 
Let k be a field, G a finite group whose order is not divisible by the characteristic 
of k and Q : G + GL(n, k) a representation, with n ~2. Then G acts as a group of k- 
automorphisms on S = k [ [Xl, . . . , X,]] by means of the obvious action of G on the 
n-dimensional vector space spanned by the variables X1, . . . , X,, given by e : G -+ 
GL(n, k). We denote by R the invariant subring SC of S. Then it is well known that 
R is an integrally closed, local, complete noetherian domain and S is a finitely 
generated R-module. The rest of this chapter is devoted to studying &(mod R). 
We will here use the general method explained in Chapter 2, and hence for B = P(R) 
we want to choose a convenient A such that (A/P(R)) is a coherent pair. This will 
give us the exact sequence 
K&mod A/P(R))*K,(mod A)-+K,(mod R)-+O. 
The first thing we want to show is that &(mod R) is finitely generated. To make 
a good choice for A we will need some general properties of the skew group ring 
S[G] which we now recall (see [16]). 
SJG] is the free S-module with the elements of G as a basis. Multiplication is given 
by (s,a,)(s202) =s~o~(s~)o~Q~ for all sj in S and cri in G. Now it is easily seen that 
an S[G]-module A is and S-module which is also a G-module satisfying a(sa) = 
a( for all o in G and s in S. In particular, we shall always consider S an S[G]- 
module by means of the usual action of S on S and the given action of G on S. We 
now point out some important ways of constructing new S[G]-modules from old 
ones. 
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Let A and B be two S[G]-modules. Then we consider the S-modules Homs(A, B) 
and A&B as G-modules in the following ways. (of)(a) = &!‘(a-‘a)) for all o in 
G and f in Homs(A, B) and a(@ b) = o(a)@a(b) for all 0 in G, a in A and b and 
B. It is easily checked that these G-module structures make Homs(A,B) and 
A &B modules over S[G]. 
Suppose A and B are S[G]-modules. Then it is easily seen that an S[G]-morphism 
f : A +B is a map which is both an S-morphism and a G-morphism. Thus we have 
the following easily verified but important observation. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose A and B are S[G]-modules. Then Homsrol(A, B)= 
Hom,(A, B)‘. 
As our first application of this lemma we have the following. 
Proposition 3.2. An S[G]-module A is projective as an S[G]-module if and only if 
it is free when considered as an S-module. 
Proof. Since S[G] is a free S-module, any projective S[G]-module is a projective 
and hence free S-module. 
Suppose A is an S[G]-module which is a free S-module. Let O-+ B1 -+ B2-+ B3 --+O 
be an exact sequence of S[G]-modules. Then 
Horns (A, B,) -+ Horns (A, B3) + 0 
is exact and hence 
Horns (A, Bz)G + Horns (A, B1)’ --) 0 
is exact since the fact that the order of G is not divisible by the characteristic of k 
implies that the group ring k[G] is semisimple. Hence by Lemma 3.1 
Homs&% 4) + Homs&% B3) --) 0 
is exact, which shows that A is S[G]-projective. 
The foIlowing are easily verified consequences of the above results. 
Corollary 3.3. (a) S is a projective S[G]-module. 
(b) Homqo)(S, A) -+A’, given by f+f(l) for ah f in HomsIGI(S, A) is an R- 
isomorphism which is functorial in A, which we will view as an identification. 
(c) En&)(S) = R. 
(d) gl.dimS[G]=gl.dimS=n>oo. 
We now show how we can use these results on the skew group ring S[G] to make 
our choice of the category A. Since R = Ends(cl S, we have that the full subcategory 
adds,,)S of mod S[G], consisting of finite sums of the S[G]-module S, is 
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equivalent to P(R). Hence mod(addslol ) S is equivalent to mod R. In other words, 
we have B = P(R) = addslo S, and we choose A = P(S[G]). Then gldim mod A < 00 
by Corollary 3.3. Since S[G] is an R-algebra which is a finitely generated R-module 
and R is a complete local noetherian ring, P(S[G]) is a Krull-Schmidt category, with 
only a finite number of indecomposable objects. The exact sequence 
Ko(mod(P(S[Gl)/adds[G] 9 A KoP(S[G]), O)*Ko(mod R) -+ 0 
then immediately gives the following, since Ko(P(SIG]),O) is a finitely generated 
free abelian group. 
Proposition 3.4. Ko(mod R) is finitely generated. 
The next aim is to get a description of Im i in some cases. As before, the situation 
will be easier when all objects in mod(P(SIG])/addsrclS) have finite length. As a 
preliminary result along these lines, we will show that if A is an S[G]-module of 
finite length, then [A] in Ko(mod S[G]) goes to zero under the map K,(mod S[G])-+ 
Ko(mod R). Later we shall see that these elements generate Ker(Ko(mod S[G])-+ 
Ko(mod R)) when R is an isolated singularity. 
To obtain our desired result, it is convenient to have a description of rad S[G], 
the radical of S[G]. Since a(rad S)Crad S for all 0 in G, it follows easily that 
(rad S)S[G] is a left and therefore twosided ideal in S[G]. Hence (rad S)S[G] is con- 
tained in rad S[G] since S[G] is a finitely generated S-module. The fact that 
rad S[G] = (rad S)S[G] now follows from the fact that S[G]/(rad S)S[G] is semi- 
simple since it is isomorphic to k[G]. From this it follows that (rad S[G])S= rad S 
and so the simple S[G]-module S/(rad S[G])S is the simple S-module k = Wrad S 
with trivial G-action. Hence S is the S[G]-projective cover of k. Therefore if A is 
a simple S[G]-module, then Homsrcl(S, A) = 0 if A + k. 
Now the restriction functor mod S[G] --+mod(add S) = mod R is given by 
A - HOm,l,l (s, A) = A G. Therefore if A is simple and not isomorphic to k, we have 
that [A] is in Ker(Ko(mod S[G])+K,(mod R)). So to get our desired result it suf- 
fices to show the following. 
Lemma 3.5. [k] is zero in Ko(mod R). 
Proof. From the exact sequence of R-modules 
o~k[[X,,...,X,ll/(X,, . . . . x,_,,% k[[X,, . . . . X,]]/(X,, . . . . J#&_,)_,k+O 
it follows that [k] is zero in Ko(mod R). 
Hence we have established the following. 
Proposition 3.6. The image of the morphism Kof.l.mod S[G]) +Ko(mod S[G]), in- 
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duced by the inclusion f.l.mod S[G]+mod S[G], is contained in Ker(&(mod S[G])- 
&(mod R)). 
4. Ring structure 
We begin this section by defining a ring structure on &(mod S[G]) and showing 
that Im(&(f.l.mod S[G])+K,(mod SIG]) is a principal ideal in &(mod S[G]). 
Let A and B be in mod S[G]. Then as pointed out in Section 3 we consider the 
S-module A as B a G-module by a(a@b) = a(a)@a(b) for all o in G and a in A 
and b in B and this makes A @B an S[G]-module. This also enables us to consider 
the TorF(A, B) as S[G]-modules for all iz0 as follows. Suppose 
is an S[G]-projective resolution of A. Then it is also a projective S-resolution of A 
which can be used to compute To&A, B). Now it is easily verified that 
is a complex of S[G]-modules and its homology is also S[G]-modules. In this way we 
obtain that the Torf(A, B) are S[G]-modules for all i ~0. We define the product 
[A] - [B] of [A] and [B] in &(mod S[G], 0) by [A] . [B] = Cf=, (- l)‘[Tor#, B)]. 
This induces a multiplication on &(mod S[G]) which makes &(mod S[G]) a com- 
mutative ring with [S] as identity. Perhaps the easiest way of seeing that this 
multiplication makes &(mod S[G]) a commutative ring is to use the isomorphism 
~sldl&(PS[G],O)-+K~(rnod S[G]). For it is readily checked that if P and Q are in 
P(S[G]), then P@ Q is also in P(S[G]) and the multiplication in &(P(S[G]), 0) 
given by [P] s [Q] = [P@ Q] makes &(P(S[G]), 0) a commutative ring with identity 
[S]. Since the isomorphism cs[o] : &(PS[G], 0) + &(mod S[G]) is clearly multi- 
plicative, &(mod S[G]) is also a commutative ring with identity [S] and the Cartan 
map is a ring isomorphism. 
With these remarks in mind we have the following. 
Proposition 4.1. Im(&(f.l.mod S[G])+&(mod S[G])) is the principal ideal 
[k] - KO(mod S[G]). 
Proof. Clearly to show that Im(&(f.l.mod S[G])+K,(mod S[G])) is an ideal it 
suffices to show that if A is an SIG]-module of finite length and B is an arbitrary 
module in mod S[G], then [A] - [B] is in Im(&(f.l.mod S[G])+&(mod S[G]). 
But this follows from the fact that [A] - [B] = Cy=, (-l)‘[Tor$4, B)] and each 
Tot-$&B) has finite length. 
Since Im(&(f.l.mod S[G])+K,,(mod S[G])) contains [k], to show that it is 
[k]&(mod S[G]) it suffices to show that [A] is in [k]&(mod S[G]) for each simple 
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S[G]-module A. Suppose P is the projective cover of A. Then 
k@ P= S/rad S@ P= P/(rad S)P= A, 
since (rad S)S[G] = rad S[G]. Hence [k] - [P] = [A] in KO(mod S[G]). 
Combining Propositions 3.6 and 4.1 we have the following. 
Corollary 4.2. The epimorphism Kc(mod S[G]) -+ Kc(mod R) induces an epi- 
morphism 
Kc(mod S[G])/[k] s KO(mod S[G]) -+ Kc(mod R). 
As is well known K&mod k[G]) has a ring structure given by [A]. [B] = [A& B] 
for all A and B in mod k[G]. We now describe a ring isomorphism Kc(mod SIG])-, 
Kc(mod k[G]) and the image of [k] under this morphism, thus giving a purely 
group-theoretic description of the ring KO(mod S[G])/[k] - K,,(mod S[G]). 
Suppose A is an S[G]-module. Then Tor@/rad S, A) is an S[G]/rad S[G] = 
k[G]-module for all i. It is then easily seen that there is a unique group homomor- 
phism Kc(mod S[G])-+ KO(mod k[G]) such that [A] - Cy=, (- l)‘[Torf(S/rad S, A)] 
for all A in mod S[G]. To see that this group morphism is actually a ring isomor- 
phism it is convenient to consider the composition 
Ko(PW I, 0) a Ko(mod SIG]) + Ko(mod k[G]) 
which is obviously given by [P] - [P/(rad S)P] for all P in PS[G]. Since P+ 
P/(rad S)P is a projective cover and each semisimple S[G]-module has a projective 
cover, it follows that the group morphism Ko(PSIG], O)-, Ko(mod k[G]) given by 
[P] - [P/t-ad S)P] for all P in P(S[G]) is an isomorphism. But from the fact that 
S/r-ad S@ (P@s Q) = P/(rad S)P@ Q/(rad S)Q 
= P/(rad S)P@, Q/(rad S)Q, 
we have that Ko(P(SIG]),O)*Ko(mod k[G]) is multiplicative and therefore a ring 
isomorphism. Hence Ko(mod S[G]) --t Ko(mod k[G]) is also a ring isomorphism. 
We now turn our attention to describing the image in Ko(mod k[G]) of [k] 
in Ko(mod S[G]). Let V be the k[G]-module given by our given representation 
@: G+GL(n,k) and let I_+, .. . . u, be a basis for V’. Now given an S-module A and a 
k-vector space W we consider A Ok W an S-module by s(a @ CO) = (sa) @ CO for all s 
in S, a in A and w in W. Hence letting l\’ V be the i-th exterior power we have that 
S& /\’ V is a free S-module of rank dimk A’ V. Since { u~,A...Au~, 1 il <i,< .a. <i,} 
is a basis for /\’ V there is a unique S-morphism d, : S& A’ V-+S& /\r-’ I/ satis- 
fying 
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where i$ means vii has been omitted. Then the sequence of free S-modules 
is the projective S-resolution of k = Wad S known as the Koszul complex. 
Now in general given an S[G]-module A and a k[G]-module W we consider the 
S-module A& W a G-module by a(a@w) = aa@aw, which makes A @k W an 
S[G]-module. Hence the S&A’V are projective S[G]-modules, since they are 
projective S-modules. Also it is not difficult to check that the morphisms in the 
Koszul complex are not only S-morphisms but also G-morphisms and hence S[G]- 
morphisms. Therefore the Koszul complex is a projective S[G]-resolution of 
k = Wad S. Hence tensoring this complex over S with M-ad S, we obtain that 
Torf(S/rad S, k) is the k[G]-module l\’ V for all i L 0. Therefore 
!,, (- l)‘[Tor~(S/rad S, k)] = i (- 1)’ ;\ V 
i=O 
is the image of [k] in KO(mod k[G]). 
Summarizing, we have the following result. 
Proposition 4.3. There is a unique ring isomorphism Kc(mod S[G])-+K,(mod k[G]) 
defined by 
[A] H i (- l)‘[Torf(S/rad S, A) 
i=O 
for all A in mod S[G]. The element [k] in KO(mod S[G]) goes 
in KO(mod k[G]) where V is the k[G]-module given by 
Q : G --+ GL(n, k). 
to c;=, (-l)‘[A’ VI 
the representation 
As an immediate consequence of this we have the following. 
Corollary 4.4. There is an epimorphism 
KO(mod k[G]) 
/( i=O - [ ]) 
i ( 1)’ i\ V Kc(mod k[G])-+KO(mod R) 
where V is the k[G]-module given by Q : G+GL(n, k). 
Obviously it is of inteiest to know when the epimorphism 
K&nod k[G]) KO(mod k[G])-+ Kc(mod I?) 
is an isomorphism. This is the question we take up in the next section. 
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5. Free group action 
We continue the same notation as in the previous section, except that we assume 
that e : G -+ GL(n, k) is an injection which we view as an inclusion. 
From the exact sequence 
&(mod PS[G]/add sto)S)+&(modS[G])+&(modR)+O 
we see that if every object in mod(PSIG]/addsIolS) has finite length, then 
&(f.l.mod S[G]) -+&(mod S[G]) -,&(mod R) +O 
is exact, which implies 
&(mod HGI) 
K;. - [ I) 
i ( 1)’ i V Ko(mod k[G])=K,(modR). 
So we now turn our attention to finding when every object in 
mod(PS[G]/add s[G]S) has finite length. We begin with some preliminaries. 
Straightforward calculations show that the R-submodule S[GJG of S[G] consists 
of all CaeC a( with s in S. Thus we obtain the R-isomorphism S-+S[G]” given 
bY SH CacC a( for all s in S, which we will view as an identification. Therefore 
PC is in add,S for all P in P(S[G]) and so the functor mod S[G] +mod R given by 
A ,+ AC induces a functor P(S[G])-+ add& We now describe when the functor 
P(S[G]) + add,S is an equivalence of categories. 
First of all it is easy to see that P(S[G]) + addRS is an equivalence if and only if 
the R-algebra morphism End SIGI(SIG])-+EndR(S) given by f-f [ S for all f in 
EndsrGl(SIG]) is an isomorphism. Next we have the R-algebra isomorphism 
p : S[G lop -+ End sroj(S[G]) given by /&so)(x) =x. so for all s in S, CJ in G and x in 
S[G]. Also we have the R-algebra isomorphism S[G] +SIG]OP given by so-+ 
a-‘@)a-’ for all s in S and 0 in G. Finally, it is straightforward to check that the 
composition of R-algebra morphisms 
S[G] + SIGloP LEndslo j(S[G]) + EndR(S) 
is the standard R-algebra morphism y : S[G] + End,(S) given y(as)(x) = so(x) for 
all s in S, 0 in G and x in S. Combining these remarks, we obtain the first part of 
the following. 
Proposition 5.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) The functor P(S[G])-+addRS, given by P-P’ for all P in P(S[G]), is an 
equivalence of categories. 
(b) The R-algebras morphism y : S[G] -+ EndR(S), given by &o)(x) =sa(x) for 
all s in S, o in G and x in S, is an isomorphism. 
(c) Each height one prime ideal p of R is unramified in S, i.e. S, is a unramified 
extension of R, for all p such that R, is a discrete valuation ring. 
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Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows trivially from remarks preceding that 
statement of the proposition. The equivalence of (b) and (c) is proven in [2]. 
Returning to the question of when objects in mod(PSIG])/addsI,lS) have finite 
length, we have the following result. 
Proposition 5.2. Suppose S/R is unramified at height one primes, i.e. each height 
one prime ideal in R is unramified in S. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) The objects in mod(P(SIG])/addsrclS) have finite length. 
(b) R is an isolated singularity, i.e. R, is a regular local ring for all nonmaximal 
prime ideals p of R. 
Proof. Since S/R is unramified at height one primes, we know that the 
functor P(S[G]) -+addRS, given by P- PG for all P in PS[G], is an equivalence 
of categories. This induces an equivalence of categories P(S[G])/add,,,, S+ 
addR S/addR R, and hence an equivalence of categories mod(P(SIG])/adds[G1 S) -+ 
mod(addR S/P(R)). Therefore every object in mod(P(SIG])/adds[Gl S) has finite 
length if and only if every object in mod(addRS/P(R)) has finite length. Since for 
every F in mod(add S/P(R)) there is an epimorphism (- , A)/P(R) +F-+O with A in 
addRS, every object in mod addRS/P(R) has finite length if and only if (s, A)/P(R) 
has finite length for all A in addRS, or equivalently, A,, is R,-free for all A in 
addRS and all nonmaximal prime ideals p of R. Therefore we have that every ob- 
ject in mod(P(S[G])/add SIGjS) has finite length if and only if S, is R,-free for all 
nonmaximal prime ideals p of R. Hence to finish the proof of the theorem it suffices 
to show that S, is R,-free if and only if R, is regular. 
Since S is regular, we have that S, is regular. Hence if S, is R,-free, we have that 
R, is regular. On the other hand S is a Cohen-Macaulay R-module and so S, is a 
Cohen-Macaulay R,-module. Hence if R, is regular, then S, is R,-free [29]. 
Combining our previous remarks in this section we have the following. 
Theorem 5.3. Suppose S/R is unramified at height one primes. If R is an isolated 
singularity, then 
&(mod k[G]) &(mod k[G])=K,(mod R). 
The rest of this section is devoted to describing in terms of the action of G on 
V when the hypothesis of Theorem 5.3 is satisfied in case k is algebraically closed. 
But first it is convenient to make the following general observation which holds even 
if k is not algebraically closed. 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose S/R is unramified at height one primes. Then R is an isolated 
singularity if and only if S, is unramified over R, for all nonmaximal prime ideals 
pinR. . 
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proof. Let p be a nonmaximal prime ideal in R. If S, is unramified over R,, then 
S, is a free &-module since R, is integrally closed. Hence R, is regular since S, is 
regular [29]. Suppose R, is regular. Then S, is a free &-module, since S being a 
Cohen-MaCaulay module implies S, is a Cohen-MaCaulay &-module. Since the 
height one primes in R, are unramified in S,, the fact that S, is &-free implies that 
S, is unramified over R, [29]. 
Suppose now that k is algebraically closed and GC GL(n, k). Then G acts on 
I/= k” and on the affine ring k[X,, . . . , X,] of V in the obvious ways. Then the in- 
clusion k[X, , _. . , Xn]’ + k[X1 , . . . , X,,] gives a surjective morphism f : V-+ VG. 
Since k is algebraically closed, it is well known that o in V is unramified over f(u) 
in VG if and only if f-‘(f(x)) which is the G-orbit of u, has order of G distinct 
points. Therefore u in V is ramified if and only if u is in Vta) for some a# 1 in G, 
where (a) is the cyclic group generated by 0. Therefore UGEC_ t,) V(a) is the 
ramification locus off: I/-+ VG. Hence the height one primes in k[X,, . . . , XnlG are 
unramified if and only if dimk Vta) <n - 1 for each 0 in G, or equivalently, no 
of 1 is a pseudoreflection, i.e. 1 is not an eigenvalue of cr of multiplicity n - 1 for 
cr f 1. Also we have that (0) in V is the only ramified point if and only if G acts freely 
on V, i.e. if o #O and a(u) = u, then o= 1. Therefore passing to the completion of 
ktXr, -.., X,] with respect to (X,, . . . , X,,) we obtain the following. 
Lemma 5.5. Suppose k is algebraically closed and V is the G-module given by 
G c GL(n, k). 
(a) G has no pseudo-reflections if and only if S/R is unramified at height one 
primes. 
(b) G acts freely on V if and only if S/R is unramified at all nonmaximal prime 
ideals. 
As a consequence of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, we obtain the following special case 
of Theorem 5.3. 
Theorem 5.6. Let k be algebraically closed and suppose G acts freely on the G- 
module V given by G c GL(n, k). Then 
KO(modk[G])/( $. (-l)‘[ /; v])~&(modk[G])=&(modR). 
6. Finiteness of Coker CR 
Throughout this section we assume that the field k is algebraically closed. The rest 
of the hypothesis and notation is the same as in the previous section. Our aim is to 
prove the following. 
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Theorem 6.1. Suppose G acts freely on V. Then the cokernel of the Cartan map 
cR : &(P(R), 0) +&(mod R) is finite, so &(mod I?) P ZI.I El, where H is a finite 
group. 
The proof will proceed in several steps and is based on the isomorphism 
&(mod k[G])/z&(mod k[G])+&(mod R) where z = I:=, (- l)‘[A’ V]. 
Let V,, . . . . V, be a complete set of nonisomorphic simple k[G]-modules with 
V,=k, the trivial one. Then {[c/;:])i=o ,..., d is a basis for &(mod k[G]). Define 
41: &(mod k[G]) + Z by 
This is a surjective Z-algebra morphism with Ker @ = { C ni [ VJ; C ni dimk 5 = O}. 
Thus Ker @ is free with ([V;,] -(dim K)[k])i=I,...,d as basis, so &(mod k[G]) = 
z - [k] IJ Ker @. Since z is in Ker 41 we have 
&(mod k[G])/z - &(mod k[G]) = Z. [k] LI Ker e/z - &(mod k[G]). 
Hence Coker CR z Ker @/z - Ker(mod k[G]). Therefore to prove the proposition, it 
suffices to show that ker @/z. Ker @ is torsion, or, what is the same thing, 
Ker @L Ker @ is a monomorphism. We first prove this in the case G is cyclic and 
then reduce the general case to the cyclic case. 
Proposition 6.2. Let G = (a> be a finite cyclic group of order a and suppose G acts 
freely on an n-dimensional k-vector space V. Then Ker @/z Ker @ is a finite group 
of order an. 
Proof. Let V,, . . . . V,_ 1 be a complete set of nonisomorphic simple G-modules. 
They are all one-dimensional and form a cyclic group of order a under tensor pro- 
duct, which we denote by Ca. Thus &(mod k[G]) =Z[C,]. Since G acts freely on 
V we have that V= rJ,“,, 5 where the order of each [ 51 in C, is a, i.e. [I$] is a 
generator of CU. Then 
z=iiow’ L’ 1 A v =,Q,trq1-1) 
in Z[C,]. Now let I be the kernel of the usual augmentation e : Z[C,] +Z. Then I= 
Ker @, since @ = E. Since each [ VJ is a generator for C, we have ([ F$] - 1). Z[C,] = I 
for all j and so z. &(mod k[G]) =I”. Hence Ker e/z Ker $I = I/I”+ ‘. Now it is well 
known that I/12zC, [24]. Thre_ryfore, if T is a generator for Ca, then Z(5-12 
I + I/I2 + 0 is exact and so I -----+ I is a monomorphism. Hence Ij/Ij+ ’ = C, for 
all j 11, which implies that I/I”+ ’ is a finite group of order a”. 
Suppose now that G is an arbitrary group which is acting freely on the n- 
dimensional vector space V. Then for each CJ in G we have that (a) acts freely on 
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V. Further the restriction morphism res,. * &(mod k[G]) +&(mod k(a)) has the 
property that &,res, = @ where #0 : &(mod(k(a))+ 2 is the usual morphism. 
Therefore res, Ker #C Ker &, and resj(z) = z,, = Cy=, (- l)‘[/\i V] in Ko(mod (a>). 
Since the induced morphism 
&(mod UGI) 3 n K,(mod k(a)) 
UEG 
is well known to be a monomorphism, we have by Proposition 6.2 that the com- 
mutative diagram 
0 
O- Ker @- I-I Ker@, 
I 
UEG 
i 
I-k 
O- Ker@- n Ker@, 
UEG 
is exact. Hence Ker @ ~Ker @ is a monomorphism, which is what we wanted to 
show. As previously observed, this finishes the proof of Theorem 6.1. It should also 
be noted that since Coker CR is finite, when G acts freely, we have that R satisfies 
the hypothesis of Proposition 2.6. 
7. Class groups 
In this section we return to the hypothesis that G is a finite subgroup of GL(n, k) 
with k an arbitrary field and n ~2. The rest of the notation is as in the previous 
sections. 
Let m be the order of G. Since char k does not divide m, we have that l/m is in 
k. Clearly the composition of R-module morphisms 
Rk 
l/m CUEGU ,R 
is the identity, where 
for all s in S. 
Therefore the inclusion R--+S is a split monomorphism of R-modules. As a conse- 
quence of this observation we have the following. 
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Lemma 1.1. Let A be a reflexive R-module. Then we have the following. 
(a) HomR(HomR(A, R), S) is a reflexive S-module. 
(b) rankRA = ranksHom,(Hom,(A, R), S). 
(c) A is an R-summand of HomR(HomR(A, R), S) viewed as an R-module. 
Proof. (a) Since S is integrally closed, we know that an S-module is reflexive if and 
only if it is of depth at least two. It is easily verified that as long as X is an R-module 
which is not a torsion module, the S-module HomR(X, S) has depth at least two. 
Therefore HomR(A, R), S) is S-reflexive. 
(b) Obvious. 
(c) Since the inclusion R+ S is a split R-module morphism, 
A = HomR(HomR(HomR(A, R), R)+HomR(HomR(A, R), S) 
is a split morphism of R-modules. 
AS an easy consequence of this lemma we have the following. 
Proposition 1.2. (a) The rank one reflexive R-modules are precisely the rank one 
R-summands of S. 
(b) The rank one reflexive R-modules are Cohen-Macaulay modules. 
(c) C(R), the divisor class group of R, is a finite group. 
Proof. (a) By Lemma 7.1, we know that the rank one reflexive R-modules are 
precisely the R-summands of rank one reflexive S-modules. Since S is a unique fac- 
torization domain, we know that, up to isomorphism, S is the only rank one reflex- 
ive S-module. This establishes (a). 
(b) Since S is a Cohen-Macaulay S-module and S is a finitely generated R-module, 
it follows that S is a Cohen-Macaulay R-module. Therefore every R-summand of 
S is a Cohen-Macaulay R-module. Hence every rank one reflexive R-module is a 
Cohen-Macaulay R-module by (a). 
(c) We recall that C(R) consists of the isomorphism classes [L] of rank one reflex- 
ive R-modules with multiplication 
Ll 9 [&I = [Hom,dHom& @R L2, RI, WI. 
That C(R) is finite is then a trivial consequence of (a). 
By putting a mild restriction on how G is contained in GL(n, k), we obtain the 
following sharpening of part (c) of Proposition 7.2. 
Proposition 7.3. Suppose S/R is unramified at height one primes. Then C(R)= 
Hom(G, k*) where k* is the multiplicative group of k. 
Proof. Since S/R is unramified at height one primes, we know by Proposition 5.1 
that the functor P(S[G]) + addRS given by P-P’ is an equivalence of categories. 
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For the same reason we have that the natural R-algebra map S[G]-,EndR(S) is an 
isomorphism. Therefore the projective S[G]-modules are th.e S[G]-modules 
Horn&I, S) with A in addRS and S[G] acting on S. Moreover Horn&l, S)G = 
Horn&l, R), so ranks Horn@, S) = rankR Horn&l, S)‘. Hence for each P in 
P(S[G]) we have ranksP= rank,P’. Therefore the equivalence P(S[G J) + addRS 
gives a bijection between the objects in P(S[G]) of rank 1 over S and the isomor- 
phism classes of rank one R-summands of S which, by Proposition 7.2, is the same 
thing as the isomorphism classes of rank one reflexive R-modules. 
It is easily verified that the isomorphism classes of P in PS[G] with rank#= 1 
form an abelian group C(S[G]) under the product [PI. [Q] = [P@ Q). Therefore 
the bijection C(S[G])+ C(R) given by [P] + [PC] is a group isomorphism pro- 
vided it is multiplicative. But this follows from the fact that HomsrG1(P, Q)--+ 
Hom,(P’, QG) is an isomorphism of R-modules for all P and Q in P(S[G]). For 
suppose P and Q are in P(S[G]). Then they are projective S-modules, so we have 
that the natural morphism Horn&‘, S)& Q -+ Horn@, Q) is an S-isomorphism. 
Moreover it is also a G-morphism. Hence we have 
(Homs(P, s)@s Q)'= Horn@, Q)‘= HomsrGl(P, Q)? Hom,(PG, QG). 
Because R is integrally closed and PC and QG are reflexive, we have that the 
natural morphism Hom,(P’, R)BR QG +Ho&(P’, QG) induces an isomorphism 
HomR(HomR(HomR(PG, R)& QG, R)+ HomR(PG, QG). 
Combining these R-isomorphisms with the fact that Horn,@, S)’ = Hom,(PG, R), 
we have that 
(Hom# S)& Q)G=Hom~(HomR(Homs(~, S)G@R QG, R), R) 
as R-modules. This gives our desired result since every P in P(S[G]) is S-reflexive. 
Therefore if we show that C(S[G]) = Hom(G, k*) we will be done since we already 
have the natural isomorphism C(S[G])+C(R) given by [P] + [PC] for all P in 
GWW. 
Now Hom(G, k*) is naturally isomorphic to the group of one-dimensional k[G]- 
modules which we now view as an identification. But the ring isomorphism 
&(P(S[G]), 0) +K,,(mod k[G]) given by P+P/(rad S)P (see Section 4) clearly in- 
duces an isomorphism C(S[G]) + Hom(G, k*), since ranksP= dim#/(rad S)P for 
all P in P(S[G]). This finishes the proof of Proposition 7.3. 
CHAPTER 4. CARTAN MAPS 
In this chapter we study methods for investigating when the Cartan map is a 
monomorphism and when the cokernel of the Cartan map is torsion. In particular, 
we complete proofs of results stated in the previous chapter. We also study connec- 
tions with almost split sequences and with contravariantly determined categories. 
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1. A commutative diagram 
The study of Cartan maps is central in the investigation of K-groups. Important 
properties of Cartan maps are to be monomorphisms or isomorphisms. To in- 
vestigate such properties we combine previous results to get a commutative diagram 
which gives a method for computing kernels and cokernels of Cartan maps. Our 
result is stronger when we have a monomorphism &(mod A/B)+&(mod A). We 
give some interpretations of the new description of kernels and cokernels in this sec- 
tion and later sections. 
Let (A, B) be a coherent pair, where A is a Krull-Schmidt category, and assume 
that CA is an isomorphism so that we can identify &(A, 0) and K&mod A). 
Let B’ be the additive subcategory of A generated by the indecomposable objects 
of A which are not in B. We write this as A =B 11 B’. Our standard example is 
when A is the category of lattices over an R-order /1 (where as usual R is complete 
local Gorenstein and /1 is regular outside maximal ideals), and B is the full sub- 
category of projective lattices. 
The following result is obtained by diagram chasing. 
Proposition 1.1. Let the notation and assumptions be as above. 
(a) We have the following commutative exact diagram. 
0 
0 Ko(B, 0) = &(B, 0) 
! . I lCB 
&(mod A/B) 2 &(mod A) - &(mod B) - 
O I 
II 
Is I 
&,(mod A/B) 2 &,(B’, 0) - Coker c, -0 
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(b) We have an exact sequence 
0 --) Ker cn + Im i --+&(B’, 0) --) Coker cB --) 0. 
(c) If &(mod A/B)-+K,(mod A) is mono, we have an exact sequence 
O-+ Ker cn*&)(mod A/B) *&(B’, 0) -+ Coker cn +O. 
We see for example that it is a direct consequence of this proposition that if B’ 
has only a finite number of indecomposable objects, then Coker cn is finitely 
generated. Before we give more interpretations, we introduce the following 
terminology. 
For an additive category A and a subcategory B we say that a sequence of maps 
b-42 -----+Ai is left B-exact if (&A,)+(& A2)+...+(L3, Ai) is exact for all B in 
B. Then we get the following descriptions of cu being mono or epi, or having a 
cokernel which is torsion. 
Proposition 1.2. Let (A, B) be a coherent pair, where mod A is regular and A is a 
Krull-Schmidt category. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) cB is mono. 
(b) Let 0+A,-+A,_,+-..+A2+Ai and O+Ai+AL_l-+*..-+A;+A; be se- 
quences in A which are left A-exact, and such that O-+A,,+A,,_ l-+...+A2+A1+0 
and O-,A~+A~__, +...+Ai+A; -0 are left B-exact. If (A, LI A; II A3 II -“)B= 
(A;llA,lIA;n-m.),, then A,~A;rrA,n...~A;nA,nA;rr.... 
Proof. Assume first that cn is mono. Let O-+A.-+--.-+A1 and O--+Ak-+.-.-+A; be 
sequences in A which are left A-exact, and such that O-+A, + .a. -+A, -+O and 
O+A;+ -a+ --+ A; * 0 are left B-exact. Consider the functors F and F’ such that 
O-+, A,,)+- +(.,A,)--+F+O and O-+(., A’,)+...+(., A,)+.*.-+(., A;)+F’+O 
are exact. Then F and F’ are in mod A/B. We have 
si([F]-[F’])=[(A,r!A;IrA,n...),]-[(A;rrA,nA;rr...),]. 
If (A,nA;nA,rr..-)B=(A;1IA211A;1l-..)B, we have si([F] - [F’]) = 0, and hence 
i([F] - [F’]) = 0 by Proposition 1.1, since Ker cn =O. Using the identification of 
&(mod A) with K&A, 0), we have 
and hence our desired isomorphism. 
The converse follows similarly, by using that mod A is regular. 
Proposition 1.3. Let (A, B) be a coherent pair where mod A is regular and A is a 
Krull-Schmidt category. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) Coker cn is a torsion group. 
(b) For each D in B’ there is a pair of left A-exact sequences O-+ A,+ ... + A 1 
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and O+A&+...+A;, where O+A,-)S..+A1+O and O+Ak+**.+A;+O are 
left B-exact, and an integer n> 0, such that 
nDII(A1rrA;~Aj11...)B”(A;11A211A;II...)B. 
Proof. Assume that Coker cn is a torsion group and let D be in B. By Pro- 
position 1.1 there is some x in &,(mod A/B) which is sent to n[D] in &(B’, 0) for 
some integer n > 0. We write x in the form x = [F] - [F’], where F and F’ are in 
mod A/B. Consider the projective resolutions 0 --) ( a, A,) -+ ... -+ ( -, A ,) -+ F + 0 and 
O-+&+...-+ (., A;)-+ F’+O in mod A. Then the image of x in &(B’, 0) is 
so we have our desired isomorphism. The converse is proved similarly. 
Note that in the cases when gl.dim mod A = 2, it is enough to consider short exact 
sequences 0 -+ A 3 *AZ-‘Al in Propositions 1.2 and 1.3. 
In Chapter 3 we studied conditions for Coker cn to be a torsion group, and Pro- 
position 1.3 applies to this situation. 
The following immediate consequence of Proposition 1.2 will be used later. We 
here denote by P(X) a projective cover of X, and by QA the first syzygy module 
for A. 
Corollary 1.4. let A be an artin algebra such that the radical contains no nonzero 
projective submodule, or let A be a selfinjective order with the usual assumptions 
on an order. Assume that cA is mono. If A and B are A-modulos (or A-lattices) 
with no nonzero projective summands, and A u QA = B U SZB, then P(A) = P(B). 
Proof. Consider the exact sequences O+ QA + P(A) +A --) 0 and 0 + s2B + P(B) + 
B -+O, and assume SZA 11 A =sZB I.I B. Consider the coherent (L(A), P(A)), where 
P(A) denotes the category of projective /l-lattices. Since c,,is assumed to be mono, 
we have by Proposition 1.1 that since (CIA II A II P(B)),(,) = (QB II B II P(A)),,,,, 
then QA LI A IJ P(B) = Q(B) II B II P(A), and consequently P(A) = P(B). We here use 
that SZA and QB have no nonzero projective summands, and that Krull-Schmidt 
holds, by our assumptions. 
We illustrate with the following examples. 
Example 1.5. Let A = mod /1 for an artin algebra /i, and let B consist of the direct 
sums of one fixed indecomposable M in mod /1. Then &(B, 0) = 2 =K,(mod B), 
and &(B, O)-+&(mod B) is the monomorphism given by multiplication by the 
length of End M as an End M-module. Let 0 -+ Xi -+ Y + Zi -+O be exact sequences 
in mod /i for i= 1,2, such that O-+ (M, Xi)-+ (A4, I*;)+ (M, ZJ -+O is exact. If 
(XrU.ZrU Y2)n=(X2LI221I Yr)n, then XrnZrlJ Yz=X2lJ&U Yr. 
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Example 1.6. Let /i be a finitely generated R-algebra where R a local commutative 
noetherian ring, and let B be the additive category generated by A/L’, i 10. When 
/1 is an artin algebra, we know that gl.dim mod B< 00 [4], and hence 
&(B, O)-+&(mod B) is an isomorphism. The general case can be reduced to this 
case, since showing that cn is mono or epi only involves considering a finite 
number of the /l/r’ at one time. Let now O+ Xi -+ Y + Zi -+ Zj -+O be exact se- 
quences in mod/i for i = 1,2, such that O+soc’X; -+soc’Y -+ soc’Zj+O are exact 
for all t. If (Xrl.12,~ Y~)B=(X~IIZ~II Yr)n, then XrlIZr11 Y2=X211Z211 Yr. And 
given D in mod /1, there are exact sequences 04 Xi + y1: + Zj +O, i = 1,2, such 
that O+ SOC’Xi +soc’K +soc’Zi -+O are exact for all t, and DI.I (X, II Z, II Yz)B = 
(X+Z$ y,),. 
Example 1.7. Let k be a field and G a finite group. Then it is well known that the 
Cartan map ckG is a monomorphism. Hence if O+ Xi -+ Yi + Zi -+O are exact se- 
quences in mod kG, such that (X, IJ Z, II Y2)p = (X2 II Z2 l.l Yi)p, then X, IJ Z, II Y2 = 
X2 11 Z2 IJ Yr . Also Coker cko is torsion, so given any indecomposable non-projective 
D, there is an integer n >0 and exact sequences O* Xi+ I$ -+ Zi +O such that 
nDn(X,nZn Y2),,=(X2UZ2U Y,),. 
2. The case when mod A/B is semisimple 
Let throughout this section (A/B) be a coherent pair, where A = L(A) is a category 
of /l-lattices over an R-order A. In the case when mod(A/B) is semisimple our 
results from 4.1 give criteria for when the Cartan map cB : &(B, 0) --+K,(mod B) is 
a monomorphism or an isomorphism. These properties are closely connected with 
almost split sequences and irreducible maps in A. As usual we get better results when 
&(mod(A/B))-+&(mod A) is a monomorphism. From Chapter 2 we know that 
this is the case when A = mod/i for an artin algebra /1, since mod A is then a finite 
R-category and the objects in mod(A/B) are semisimple and hence of finite length. 
We start with a description of when mod A/B is semisimple. When B is an ad- 
ditive subcategory of A, we denote by M = (Mi)iEl the full subcategory of A whose 
objects are the indecomposable objects in A which are not in B. 
Proposition 2.1. Let A = L(A), B a subcategory of A, and let M be as defined above. 
(A, B) is a coherent pair with mod(A/B) semisimple if and only if there are no ir- 
reducible maps between any of the Mi. And when mod(A/B) is semisimple, then 
the simple objects are the (- , Mi)/B. 
Proof. Assume first that there are no irreducible maps between the Mi. For Mj in 
M, consider the right almost split map Ei+Mj. By assumption, Ei is in B, and 
(‘,Ei)IB+(‘,Mi)lB-‘O is exact, so that B is contravariantly finite in A. It also 
follows that (. , M,)/J3 is simple. If there is an irreducible map Mi-+Mj, then 
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(. , k$)/B is indecomposable and is not simple since Mi +Mj does not factor 
through any object in B. 
We recall that for an indecomposable non-projective lattice C, DTr C denotes the 
left hand term for the almost split sequence whose right hand term is C. We have 
the following. 
Theorem 2.2. Let (A,B) be a coherent pair with mod(AA3) semisimple, where 
A = L(A) is a category of lattices with the usual assumptions and let M denote the 
indecomposable objects in A not in B as before. If dim R ~2 we assume that M con- 
tains no projectives. Then we have the following. 
(a) mod B is regular if and only if for each M in M there is some n > 0 such that 
DTr” M is zero or in B if and only if cB is an isomorphism. 
(b) If there is no M in M of even period with all DTrj M in M, then cB is a 
monomorphism. If dim R = 0, then converse also holds. 
Proof. Recall that gl.dim mod A < 00. We observe that mod B is regular if and only 
if pd( - , Mi) IB < 00 for all Mi in M: For if F is in mod B we have an exact sequence 
0--+,X)+(.,B,)--. -+(~,B,)-+(+))-,F-+O 
in mod A, with the Bj in B. We see that pdnF< 00 if and only if pd(. , X) IB< 03, 
which proves the claim. 
Assume that for each M in M there is some n >O such that DTr” M is zero or in 
B. We want to show that this implies pd( - , M) 1 B < 00 for all M in M. If M is projec- 
tive, then dim R 5 1 by our assumption. We then have a minimal right almost split 
rad M -+M [6]. Since rad M is in B and ( - , rad M) 1 B -+ ( - , M) 1 B is an isomorphism, 
(. , M) ( B is projective in mod B. If M is not projective, the almost split sequence 
0 -+ DTr M -+E + M --+ 0 induces an exact sequence 
O-(.,DTrM)IB+(.,E)IB-+(.,M)IB-+O. 
Since E is in B, (-, E) I B is projective. If DTr M is projective or in B, (-, DTr M) ) B 
is projective, and hence pd( - , M) I B c 00. Otherwise we consider the almost split se- 
quence whose right hand term is DTr M, and so on. This shows that mod B is 
regular. 
Assume now that mod B is regular, and assume there is some M in M such that 
for i 20, no DTr’M is zero or in B. Considering resolutions as above, we get that 
(- , DTr’ M) 1 B is projective for i = pd( - , M) 1 B. Since DTr’M and DTr’+ ’ A4 are not 
projective, we have almost split sequences 04 DTr’+ ’ M -+ E + DTr’ M -+ 0 and O-+ 
DTri+2 M+E’-+DTr’+’ M+O, and hence the exact sequence ( -, E’) I B+( - , E) I B--+ 
(- , DTr' M) ( B -0. If X is an indecomposable summand of E, then the induced 
map X-+ Y is the composite of two irreducible maps, and hence not an isomor- 
phism. This shows that (. , E) I B+ (a, DTr’M) 1 B is a projective cover, and conse- 
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quently ( -, DTr’+ ’ M) 1 B is zero. This is a contradiction, since (a, 2) 1 B is zero only 
if dim R =0 and Z is simple projective. 
The rest of the proof of the theorem is a consequence of the following description 
of when the composite map 
&(mod A/B)-!+&(mod A) -%(A,O)--f-r&(MO), 
is a monomorphism or an epimorphism or an isomorphism, where s denotes the in- 
verse of the Cartan map and t the natural projection map. Since mod A/B is 
semisimple, the (a, M)/B with M in M give rise to a basis for &(mod A/B). If M 
is in M and is not projective, we consider the almost split sequence O+ DTr M-, 
E~MjOandtheprojectiveresolutionO~(.,DTrM)-,(.,E)-,(.,M)~(.,M)/B~ 
0. This shows that the image of [(a, M)/B] under the above map is [M] + [DTr M] 
if DTr M is in M and [A41 if DTr M is not in M. If A4 is in M and is projective, the 
image of [(a, M)/B] is [A4]. 
For each M in M let Y’ = { DTr’ M 1 DTrk ME M for all k between and including 
0 and i}. Here DTr’M=TrD-‘M. Two such subsets are either disjoint or they 
coincide, so that we get a partition of M. For each such Y= _4”M we consider the 
free subgroup of &(mod A/B) with the [( -, M)/B] for M in 9 as basis and the free 
subgroup of &(M, 0) with the [M] for M in 9 as basis. The map &(mod A/B) + 
&(M,O) restricts to a map between the free subgroups determined by Y, and is 
hence a direct sum of such maps. So to decide whether K,(mod A/B) +&,(M, 0) is 
a monomorphism, an epimorphism or an isomorphism it is enough to consider these 
restriction maps. There are the following four types of subsets Y. 
(1) For some A4 in Y and i ~0 we have that DTr’A4 is projective or is not in M. 
Then clearly the corresponding restriction map is an isomorphism. 
(2) Y contains M of odd DTr-period, with all DTr’M in M. Then the corres- 
ponding restriction map is a monomorphism but not an isomorphism. For 
if rO[( -, M)/B] + rl [( -, DTr M)/B] + .a* + rzn[( - , DTr2” M)/B], where the ri are 
nonnegative integers, is mapped to zero, that is ro([M] + [DTr M]) + ..- + 
r,,([DTr’“M] + [MI) is zero, then ro+ r2,,=0, ri+ri+l =O; 01is2n- 1, so that 
ri = 0 for all i. Clearly [M] is not in the image. 
(3) For all A4 in Y, DTr’M is not zero and in M for all i >O and .Y is infinite. 
Then it is easy to see that the corresponding restriction map is also a monomorphism 
which is not an isomorphism. 
(4) 9’ contains A4 of even DTr-period 2n, with all DTr’M in M 
Then Cr=-,,’ (- l)k[( -, DTrk M)/B] is a nonzero element in Ko(mod A/B) which is 
mapped to zero. Also [M] is not in the image, so that the restriction map is neither 
a monomorphism nor an epimorphism. 
Using Proposition 1.1, we conclude that cn is a monomorphism if M contains no 
M of even DTr-period with all DTr’M in M, and that the converse holds when 
Ko(mod A/B)-+K,(mod A) is a monomorphism, in particular when dim R = 0. 
Since the restriction map is not an epimorphism in cases (2), (3), (4), cB is not an 
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epimorphism by Proposition 1.1 and hence not an isomorphism if any of these cases 
occur. This shows that mod B is regular if and only if cn is an isomorphism. 
We point out that it is essential that M contains no projectives when dim R > 2, 
as is shown by the following. 
Example 2.3. Let R be a complete local, noetherian, integrally closed Gorenstein 
domain of dimension 2 and let M = (I?). Then pd(., R) 1 B = 00, so that mod B 
is not regular. Now it is well known that Exti(R/m,R) =R/m where m is the 
maximal ideal. Let 0 -+ R + E + R -+ R/m + 0 represent some nonzero element of 
Ext@/m, R). Then E is a lattice and E-+R is a minimal right almost split 
morphism of lattices (see [6]). Hence 0 --) (a, R) 1 B + ( -, E) 1 B -+ (- , R) 1 B + 0 is exact 
with E in B. Therefore pdB( a, R) I B = 0 or 00. But if (. , R) I B is projective, then 
there would be a summand E’ of E such that (- , E’) I B = (- , R) I B which would con- 
tradict the fact that E +R is minimal right almost split. Hence we have that 
pdB(.,R)IB==. 
Specializing to the case when M has only one object, we get the following. 
Corollary 2.4. Let A = L(A) be a category of lattices as before, and B be a sub- 
category such that M has only one object M. Then we have the following. 
(a) ca is a monomorphism. 
(b) cn is an isomorphism if and only if mod B is regular if and only if DTr MC M. 
We also note that Theoem 2.2 gives interesting examples of categories B such that 
gldim mod B < 00 and gldim mod BoP = 00. Let for example /1 be an hereditary 
artin algebra of infinite representation type, A = mod /1, and choose M to be the in- 
decomposable preprojective /l-modules. Then for each M in M, DTr’M is projec- 
tive for some i, so that mod B is regular. But since all DTr’ M, i L 0, are in M and 
are not injective, we have that mod BoP is not regular. 
In this case we also note that cBOP is not an isomorphism, by Theorem 2.2, even 
though mod B is regular. 
3. Cartan maps and almost split sequences 
In this section we study the connection between Cartan maps on one hand and 
almost split sequences and AR-quivers (Auslander-Reiten quivers) on the other 
hand, from the matrix point of view. We have already seen that whether 
KO(mod(A/B)-+KO(mod A) is mono often has to do with properties of almost split 
sequences. We here study this aspect more systematically. 
Let L(A) be a category of lattices of finite type for an R-order A, with the usual 
assumptions that R is a complete local Gorenstein ring and /1 is regular outside maxi- 
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ma1 ideals. Then we denote by T(A) the following associated maxtrix of almost split 
sequences and right almost split maps: For each of the indecomposable objects 
Ll , . . . , L, in L(A) (where the ordering is such that all indecomposable projectives 
appear at the end), we consider the almost split sequence 0 --) DTr L;--+ Ej-+ L;+ 0 if 
Li is not projective, and the minimal right almost split map Ei + Li if Li is projec- 
tive. For [LJ in K,(L(A), 0) we consider [LJ + [DTr LJ - [Ei] if Li is not projective, 
and [Li] - [Ei] if Li is projective. These elements give the rows of our desired 
matrix, with respect to the basis ([L,], . . . , [L,]} of &(L, 0). We are also interested 
in certain submatrices of T(A), and denote by T(A), the matrix obtained from 
r(/l) when leaving out the rows corresponding to the projectives and by To,p the 
matrix obtained by also leaving out the columns corresponding to projectives. We 
note that these matrices are already determined by the (valued) AR-quiver r, of /1. 
An AR-quiver is a special case of a (valued) translation quiver [30], and an 
associated matrix can be similarly defined for a translation quiver. Clearly a transla- 
tion quiver f and its associated matrix T(T) determine each other uniquely, up to 
simultaneous change of order of rows and columns. In particular, being given the 
AR-quiver r for a lattice category L(A) is equivalent to being given the matrix T(A) 
of almost split sequences. 
The Cartan matrix C, associated with an artin algebra /1 determines the kernel 
and cokernel of the Cartan map c, and we also write them as Ker CA and 
Coker CA. When /i is of finite type, there is the following relationship between the 
matrix T(A), and the Cartan matrix for the corresponding Auslander algebra. 
Proposition 3.1. Let A be an artin algebra of finite type and Z the corresponding 
Auslander algebra. Then Cz = T(A)-‘. 
Proof. mod/1 is equivalent to the finitely generated projective r-modules, so 
Cz= Cmod A. Since gldim mod(mod /i) 52, c,,d n : &(mod /i, O)-+K,,(mod(mod /i)) 
is an isomorphism, and the inverse is well known and easily seen to be defined as 
follows. 
Let O+ (-, A)+ (a, B)-+ (-, C)+F+O be a minimal projective resolution of a 
simple functor F in mod(mod/i). Then [F] is sent to [A] + [C] - [B] in 
&(mod/i,O). Since B -+ C is a minimal right almost split map (see [12]) and O+ 
A -+B+ C+O is an almost split sequence if A is not zero, we are done. 
Clearly an artin algebra has the same Cartan matrix as its associated graded 
algebra, but not much is known in general about connection between algebras hav- 
ing the same Cartan matrices. However, as a direct consequence of the above and 
the fact that if two basic Auslander algebras over an algebraically closed field k have 
the same AR-quiver, then their graded algebras are isomorphic [20], we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let C and 2’ be two basic Auslander algebras over an algebraically 
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closed field k. Then cz = cz if and only if the associated graded algebras are iso- 
morphic. 
Actually, recent results of Bautista-Gabriel-Roiter-Salmeron say that if Z and Z” 
have the same AR-quiver and char k# 2, then X-Z’ [18]. So if /i and A’ are basic 
k-algebras, with char k#2, such that their AR-quivers are isomorphic, then /i =A’. 
We shall see that for an arbitrary lattice category L(A) of finite type the matrices 
T(A), T(A),, and T(A):, determine various properties connected with Cartan 
maps. Some of these properties are restatements of results in Chapter 2, and for the 
others Proposition 1 .l is useful. We note that for II artin corank T(A), =0, since 
T(A) is invertible. 
Proposition 3.3. Let L(A) be the category of lattices for an R-order A of finite type. 
Then we have the following. 
(a) rank(Ker &(mod L/P) +&(mod L)) = corank T(A),. 
(b) rank(Ker c~) = corank T(A):-- corank T(A),, and for artin algebras, Ker c,, = 
Ker T(A);. 
(c) Coker c,, = Coker T(A)/. 
(d) KO(mod A) is a factor of the free group &(L, 0) module relations determined 
by T(A),. In particular, rank K&mod A) = corank T(A), + the number of indecom- 
posable projective A-modules. 
(e) If dim R = 1, and A is an order in a semisimple algebra A, then the number 
of simple A-modules is equal to corank T(A). 
Proof. (a) and (d) follow from the exact sequence 
%(mod L/p) zKo(mod L)-K,(L, O)+K,(mod A)+O, 
and the fact that all objects in mod L/P are of finite length, so that T(A), is an 
associated matrix for f. 
(e) follows from the exact sequence 
O+ V+Ko(t(mod L)) LKo(mod L)-+K,(mod A)*O, 
since t(mod L) are the objects of finite length in mod L, and T(A) is a matrix 
associated with g, and rank Ko(mod A)= rank V. Similarly, (b) and (c) follow by 
using Proposition 1.1. 
Since the matrix T(A): only depends on the subquiver rp of the corresponding 
AR-quiver, obtained by leaving out the projective vertices, we have the following 
consequence. 
Corollary 3.4. Let A be an artin algebra of finite representation type. Then the 
translation quiver I” determines Ker c,,, Coker c,, and hence [det CA 1. 
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Proof. det C,, # 0 if and only if c, is mono, and if c,, is mono, it is easy to see that 
1 det CA 1 is the order of Coker cA [22]. The rest follows from Proposition 3.3. 
Since stably equivalent algebras often have the same AR-quivers after removing 
the projectives, we have the following consequence. 
Corollary 3.5. Let A and A’ be stably equivalent algebras, of finite representation 
type, and assume that we have a stable equivalence between A and A’, which 
commutes with DTr. Then I&r c,, = Ker c,, , Coker c,, = Coker c/1/, and ldet c,, I= 
ldet C/l<]. 
In particular, the assumptions of the above corollary hold when A and A’ are 
stably equivalent selfinjective algebras of finite type (with no ring summand whose 
radical square is zero) [ 141. Actually, for selfinjective algebras we have a more 
general result along these lines. 
Theorem 3.6. Let A and A’ be stably equivalent selfinjective algebras of finite 
representation type. Then Ker CA = Ker cAr9 Coker c,, = Coker c/119 and I det CA I = 
ldet CA/l. 
Proof. In order to apply Proposition 1 .l we need to investigate what happens to 
exact sequences under stable equivalence. 
Let a : mod A + mod A’ be a stable equivalence, and denote also by a the induced 
correspondence between the modules with no nonzero projective summands. Let 
0 +A f, B -% C -+ 0 be an exact sequence with no split exact summands. We know 
that there is a related sequence 0 +K f’, a(B) &a(C)+0 in mod A’, such that 
a(g) =g’ [14]. Assume that O+A f.B --& C-+0 is indecomposable and B not pro- 
jective, We want to show that also K= a(a) and a(f) =f’. So consider the exact 
sequence 0 + DC + DB + DA + 0 in mod Aop, which also must be indecomposable. 
Consider the next exact sequence (a, DB) --+ ( - , DA) +p * 0. Here P must be in- 
decomposable and the presentation minimal, hence ( - , DB) -+ ( -, DA) + F + 0 is also 
a minimal projective presentation in mod(mod Aop) [lo]. F is not projective since 
DB by assumption is not projective. Then DB+DA can have no summand of the -- 
form O+ r, and hence 4 -*B has no summand of the form &+ 0. This shows that 
(e, A)+ (., &Z)--+ (. , C)+F+O is part of a minimal projective resolution, giving 
our desired claim that we have an exact sequence O+ aA f’. aB& aC -+ 0 with 
a(f) =f’. 
Let F be in mod(mod A), and [F] the corresponding element in &(mod(mod A)). 
Under the map &(mod(mod A))+&,(mod A \ P, 0), [F] is sent to [A] + [C] - [B] 
if O-+( a, A)-* (0, B) -+ (., C)-*F -0 is a minimal projective resolution in 
mod(mod A). We then get our desired result by applying Proposition 1.1. 
As a special case we have that if A and A’ are algebras over an algebraically closed 
field k, both given by a Brauer tree with e edges an multiplicity m of the exceptional 
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vertex, then 1 det C,, I= 1 det CAf I, since II and /1’ are stably equivalent selfinjective 
algebras in this case 1251. It is trivial to compute that det C, = e2m + 1 if the Brauer 
tree is a star with the exceptional vertex in the middle. We point out that Alperin 
has shown that det C,, = e2m + 1 for any Brauer tree. 
For lattices over classical orders we illustrate some of the above through the 
following example. 
Example 3.6. Consider the translation quiver E 
c c c 
\/\/ 
Pl P2 
d 
/\/ld 
b 
where p1 and p2 are projective vertices, rc = a, ra = c, rb = d, rd = b. 
Let /1 be a classical R-order, K the quotient field of R, and A = K& /i a semi- 
simple algebra, and assume that the above r is the associated AR-quiver. We point 
out that r is realized by a Backstrom order [31]. If the points are ordered as 
{a, b, c, d, p1 ,p2} we have the following matrix T(T) (with submatrices T(f )p and 
1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 
0 0 -1 -1 
-1 -1 0 0 
-1 o- 
-1 0 
0 -1 
0 -1 
1 0 
0 1 
We see that rank T(T) =4, rank T(r), = 3, rank T(r)i=2. &(mod /1) is the free 
abelian group with basis (a, b, c, d, pl, p2), modulo the relations generated by 
a+c-p,, b+d-pl, a+c-p2, b+d-p2. It follows that &(mod /1) = Z x Z x Z. 
We further have rank Ker(&(mod L/P)-+&(mod L)) = 4 - 3 = 1, rank(Ker c~) = 
3 - 2 = 1, and the number of simple A-modules is 6 - 4 = 2. 
We also consider some applications to the two-dimensional case. Let 
R = C]lX YllG, where G is a finite subgroup of GL(2,Q acting naturaly on 
C[[X, Y]], such that no g # 1 has 1 as eigenvalue. Then R is an order of dimension 
2, and L(R) is the reflexive modules. L(R) is of finite type in this case [I], [8]. By 
Proposition 3.3 we know that we can use the AR-quiver to compute &(mod R). 
And in the case when G is a subgroup of SL(2, Q, Auslander has proved that the 
AR-quiver for L(R), after leaving out the projective module, is the same as the 
graph occuring’in the resolution of singularities. Here it is understood that -2. is 
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replaced by a single edge, and the translation z in the AR-quiver is the identity [8]. 
The graphs occuring this way are known to be Dynkin, so that the various 
&(mod R) can be computed, as has been done with this method by Rohnes. 
On the other hand, we have shown in Chapter 3 that &(mod R) = ZLI C(R) 
where C(R) denotes the class group. And it is known that C(R) can be computed 
from the graph associated with the resolution of singularities in the following way. 
Let 1, . . . , n be a numbering of the curves, or equivalently the vertices. Let A = (au), 
where au is the intersection number between the ith and jth curve. It is known that 
au = 1 when i# j. Then it is known that Coker A = C(R), in particular ldet A 1 is the 
order of C(R) [27]. For rational double points, that is when GC SL(2, C), it is known 
that ajj = -2 for all i [21]. In this case we have for the matrix T(R); that we have 
2 on the diagonal, since r is the identity, and we have -1 whenever we have an ir- 
reducible map. We clearly have T(R)/= -A in this case, which agrees nicely with 
the fact that Coker T(R): = -A in this case, which agrees nicely with the fact that 
Coker T(R): = Coker CR. This gives for example another proof of the fact that 
C(R)= Coker CR for rational double points, or if we use this fact, another proof 
that C(R) is given by the singularity matrix A. 
For arbitrary rational singularities the singularity graph and the AR-quiver 
(minus the projective vertex) are not the same, or, in other words, the matrices A 
and T(R); are not the same. But the fact Coker A = Coker T(R): gives an interest- 
ing connection between the graphs in general. In particular, ldet A I= ldet CR1 . So 
knowing the singularity graph gives some restriction on what the corresponding AR- 
quiver looks like. 
We illustrate with the following example. Let E be a primitive nth root of 1, and 
G = (( f F)) c GL(2, Q. By considering the corresponding group representations [8] 
it is easy to see that the AR-quiver is 
where V. is the projective module and r(Vj) = Vi+ 2 (addition modulo n) for i#O. 
The singularity graph is T” in this case. For example for n = 3 we have the matrices 
A=(-3) and T(R),P=(i -t). 
4. Contravariantly determined categories 
Let A be a finite R-category over a commutative artin ring R. A is said to be con- 
travariantly determined if for A, B in A, (X, A) =( X, B) for all X in A implies 
A =B. Here (X, A) denotes the length of (X, A) over R. Dually A is said to be 
covariantly determined if AoP is contravariantly determined. These concepts were 
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introduced in [ 151 and were useful for investigating when indecomposable /1- 
modules are determined by their composition factors. Our interest in the property 
contravariantly determined in this paper comes from the connection with the pro- 
perty that the Cartan map CA. * &(A, 0) -+ &(mod A) is mono. For if A is the 
category of finitely generated projectives over an artin algebra /1, then CA = c, is 
mono if and only if A is contravariantly determined. This follows from the fact that 
if M and N are in mod/i, then [M] = [N] in &(mod /1) if and only if M and N 
have the same composition factors. For an arbitrary coherent finite R-category we 
do not, however, know if the concepts are equivalent. Here the following property 
comes up. We say that mod A is determined by composition factors if for F and 
G in mod A, (( . , A,), F) = (( . , Ai), G > for all indecomposable Ai in A implies that 
[F] = [G] in &(mod A). The following is then an easy consequence of the 
definitions. 
Proposition 4.1. Let A be a coherent finite R-category. If A is contravariantly deter- 
mined, then CA is mono, and if mod A is determined by composition factors and CA 
is mono, then A is contravariantly determined. 
A large class of contravariantly finite categories including mod A, is obtained 
from the following result. 
,Proposition 4.2. Let A be a finite R-category. 
(a) If the simple functors in Mod A have finite projective resolutions in Mod A 
with projectives from mod A, then A is contravariantly determined. 
(b) If the simple functors in Mod A Op have finite projective resolutions in 
Mod AoP with projectives from mod Aop, then A is covariantly determined. 
Proof. Let X and Y be in A, and assume that (X, A) =( Y, A) for all A in A, that 
is, (( -, X), ( - , A)) = (( - , Y), ( -, A)). By the assumption on the resolutions of simple 
functors, we get (( -, X), S) =((-, Y), S) for all simple functors S in Mod A. Since 
mod A is a Krull-Schmidt category, each S is of the form (. , Z)/rad( a, Z), and 
further (-, Z) is determined by (. , Z)/rad( -, Z). It follows that (- , X) = (. , Y), and 
hence X= I’. This proves (a), and (b) is dual. 
mod/i satisfies the above condition since mod/i has kernels, and hence 
gl.dim mod(mod /1)<2. By using almost split sequences to get resolutions, it 
follows that more generally A = add C is contravariantly and covariantly deter- 
mined, when C is a subcategory of ind/1 closed under irreducible maps (see 
[71, WI, D51). 
Another special case is the following. Let /1 be a k-algebra, where k is an alge- 
braically closed field, C a subcategory of ind /i closed under irreducible maps and 
C’ is C modulo the maps in the infinite radical (see [14]). If A = add C’, it is proved 
in [28] that for each simple functor S in Mod A there is a finite resolution with pro- 
jectives from mod A, in fact such that pd Sr2. 
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Unlike mod A, the category mod A is not contravariantly determined in general, 
and we shall devote the rest of this section to get criteria for when it is. We first 
point out that this is equivalent to investigating when the Cartan map is mono, as 
is a consequence of the following result and Proposition 4.1. 
Proposition 4.3. (a) Let A be a coherent finite R-category. If cA is surjective and 
A is contravariantly determined, then mod A is determined by composition factors. 
(b) mod A is determined by composition factors. 
Proof. (a) Since CA is surjective, any element in &(mod A) is of the form 
[(.,A)] - [(a,@] for A and B in A. If ((.,X),(.,A))=((.,X),(.,B)) for all X in 
A, then A = B since A is contravariantly determined, and hence [( -, A)] = [(a, B)]. 
This shows that mod A is determined by composition factors. 
(b) This follows from (a) and the fact that &(mod(mod A))-+K,-,(mod(mod A)) 
is a monomorphism. 
We now go on to investigate to which extent mod A is contravariantly deter- 
mined. For X in mod A the corresponding object in mod A is denoted by X. 
Proposition 4.4. Let A be an artin algebra, and assume that A and B in mod A have 
no nonzero projective summands. Then <X, A) = <X, @) for all X in mod A if and 
only if AnG?Ar!P(B)-BU!SBnP(A). 
Proof. Consider the projective resolutions 
O+(.,QA)+(+,P(A))+(.,A)+(.,A)+O 
and 
in mod(mod A). Hence (X, 4) =(X, @) for all X in mod A if and only if 
(X, A IJ CIA IJ P(B)) = (X, B U C2B II P(A)) for all X in mod A. Since mod A is con- 
travariantly determined, this is equivalent to A II QA IJ P(B) 2: B II SZB II P(A). 
For a class of algebras containing the selfinjective algebras we can improve this 
result as follows. 
Corollary 4.5. Let A be an artin algebra whose radical contains no nonzero projec- 
tive summands, and assume that A and B are in mod A and have no nonzero projec- 
tive summands. 
(a) (.,A)=(.,@) if and only ~~AIIS~A-BUQB and A/rA=B/rB. 
(b) If c, is mono, then (.,A)=(.,@) ifand only ifAUQA=BUQB. 
Proof. We observe that !2A and G?B have no nonzero projective summands, and 
that P(A) = P(B) if and only if A/rA = B/rB, where r is the radical of A. The last 
part follows by combining with Corollary 1.4. 
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The following example shows that the condition A/rA =B/rB can not always be 
left out. 
Example 4.6. Let /i be a symmetric algebra of Loewy length 3, having two simple 
modules Tt and T2, such that rP(T,)/soc P(T,) = T2 u T2 and rP(Tz)/soc P(T2) = 
Tl II Tl. If M is a /i-module of length 2, it can be shown that Q2M=M, but 
M/[N& QikU~J-M. 
We also give an example to show that mod II is not always contravariantly 
determined. 
4.7. Let k be a field and A = k[x]/($), 
SZA I.I A = &?I? I.I B and A/rA = B/r& showing 
determined. 
A = k[x]/(x2), B = k[x]/(x3). Then 
that mod/1 is not contravariantly 
We end with the following criterion for when mod /1 is contravariantly deter- 
mined for a class of selfinjective algebras. 
Proposition 4.8. Assume that A is selfinjective and cA is mono. 
(a) Ker c,,d,t is generated by elements of the form [XII !S2XL1 ... LI S22”-2X] - 
[QXU ... ~1 Q2n-IX], for X indecomposable of even period 2n, and these elements 
are all nonzero. 
(b) mod A is contravariantly determined if and only if there exists no indecom- 
posable A-module of even period. 
Proof. (a) Assume that X is indecomposable of period 2n, and let A = 
xn Q2X11 *** II s22n-2 X. Then Q2A =A, and 52A &A, so that [A] - [52A] is a non- 
zero element in Ker c,,d ,, , by Corollary 4.5. 
Assume conversely that [A] - [B] is a nonzero element in Ker c,~,, . We then 
have A f B and A I.I &?A = B 11 QB. We can clearly assume that A and B have no 
common indecomposable summands, hence the same is the case for SZA and QB. 
Let A=C,U -.-UC, and B=D,IJ - -. II D,, where the Ci and Di are indecomposable. 
If QCr = Ci for some j, then since Cj = SZD, for some t, we would get Ct = D,, a 
contradiction. It follows that SZC, = Dt for some t. We then see that Cr must have 
even period. ’ 
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